**Ancient**

1. Roman, silver denarii (4), Hadrian (117-138 - 2), Antoninus Pius (138-161), Marcus Aurelius (161-180), Severus Alexander (222-235), chipped, and silvered denarii (2), fair to fine (7) £100-120

   English find spots recorded, except last two

2. Roman/Islamic miscellaneous coins in silver and bronze, fine or better (circa 90 pcs) £150-200

**Islamic**

3. Umayyad, temp. Abd al-Malik, gold dinar, 79h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.01gms, very fine £220-260

4. Umayyad, temp. Abd al-Malik, gold dinar, 83h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 3.99gms, slightly clipped extremely fine £250-300

5. Umayyad, temp. Abd al-Malik, gold dinar, 84h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.03gms, very fine £220-260

6. Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, gold dinar, 92h no mint, wt. 4.03gms, lustrous very fine £300-350

7. Umayyad, temp. al-Walid I, gold dinar, 95h no mint, wt. 3.97gms, slightly clipped, good extremely fine £300-350

8. Umayyad, temp. Yazid II, gold dinar, 103h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.04gms, about extremely fine £350-400

9. Umayyad, temp. Hisham, gold dinar, 113h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.06gms, good very fine £350-400

10. Umayyad, temp. Hisham, gold dinar, 116h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.03gms, slightly clipped, good very fine £300-350

11. Umayyad, temp. Hisham, gold dinar, 120h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.04gms, about extremely fine £300-350

12. Umayyad, temp. Hisham, gold dinar, 121h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.01gms, slightly clipped, good very fine £250-300

13. Umayyad, temp. Hisham, gold dinar, 123h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.04gms, slightly clipped, good very fine and a scarce date £300-350

14. Umayyad, temp. Marwan II, gold dinar, 129h no mint, (Dimashq), wt. 4.02gms, slightly clipped, good very fine and a scarce date £350-400

15. Umayyad, silver dirham (12), Ardashir Khurra 98h, (Klat 42); al-Taymara 92h, (Klat 208); Junday Sabur 95h, (Klat 243); Jayy 93h, (Klat 261); Darabjird 98h, (Klat 299); Suq al-Ahwaz 94h, 96h (Klat 491, 493); al-Furat 96h, (Klat 508); Kirman 98h, (Klat 530); Mahi 97h, (Klat 563); Marw 92h, 99h, (Klat 589, 596), Suq al-Ahwaz 96h clipped, otherwise all very fine or better (12) £200-250

16. Umayyad, assorted silver dirhams (22), generally very fine (22) £250-300

17. Spanish Umayyad, silver dirhams (5) together with North Africa silver dirham (12) 170-190h, generally very fine (17) £250-300
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mint</th>
<th>Weight (gms)</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Abbasid, temp. al-Saffah</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>no mint (Dimashq)</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>fine style, very fine</td>
<td>250-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>150h, no mint</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>good extremely fine</td>
<td>250-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Abbasid</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>Misr 245h</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>test punch in rev. field, good very fine</td>
<td>180-220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Abbasid</td>
<td>silver dirham</td>
<td>(29), Armeniya 149h, 155h, 182h; Madinat Balkh 182h, 186h; al-Basra 138h; Jāy 162h; al-Kufa 147h; Madinat al-Salām 159h, 160h, 164h, 181h, 191h, 192h, 195h; Madinat Isfahan 197h; al-Muhammadiya 155h, 172h, 181h, 194h; al-Rafīqa 188h (2), 189h, 192h; Samarqand 196h; Tabaristan 190h, 192h; Madinat Zaranj 179h, 183h; generally very fine, several better</td>
<td>350-400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Abbasid/North Africa</td>
<td>silver dirham</td>
<td>(9), al-‘Abbasiya 159h, 164h, 166h (2), 171h; Ifriqiya 165h, 170h (2); Tūgha 171h</td>
<td>generally very fine</td>
<td>200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Abbasid, temp. al-Mahdi</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>no mint 159h</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>about extremely fine</td>
<td>200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Abbasid</td>
<td>silver dirhams</td>
<td>(24), al-Ahwaz 26xh; Andaraba 260h; al-Basra 252h, 288h; Harran date off flan; al-Kufa 290h, 302h (holed), 309h, 325h, 328h; Madinat al-Salām 220h, 309h, 323h; al-Mawsil 307h, 323h; al-Muhammadiya 237h; Ras al-Jayy 29xh; Surra man ra’a 260h, 287h, 313h, 317h; Wasit 283h, 317h, 326h, fine or better</td>
<td>150-200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Fatimid</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>509h Misr</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>lustrous extremely fine</td>
<td>220-260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Fatimid</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>509h Misr</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>good very fine</td>
<td>180-220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Tulunid</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>Misr 268h</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>very fine</td>
<td>180-220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Aglabid</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>no mint (al-Qayrawan) 207h</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>fine</td>
<td>140-160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Ilkhanid</td>
<td>gold dinar</td>
<td>Baghdad, date off flan</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>weakly struck in parts, about very fine</td>
<td>200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ilkhanid</td>
<td>assorted silver coins</td>
<td>(45)</td>
<td>fine to very fine, some better</td>
<td>120-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Sulayhid</td>
<td>‘Arwa bint Ahmad</td>
<td>Queen (484-532h), gold ½ dinar</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>generally very fine</td>
<td>120-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Ottoman</td>
<td>gold sultani</td>
<td>Misr 926h</td>
<td>3.43, 3.32</td>
<td>good very fine and about very fine</td>
<td>220-260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
33 **Ottoman**, Sulayman I, gold sultani, Sidreqapsi 926h (2), wt. 3.51gms, 3.43gms, *both very fine and about very fine* (2) £240-280

34 **Ottoman**, Sulayman I, gold sultani, Misr 926h, together with Selim II gold sultani, Misr 974h, wt. 3.48gms, 3.44gms, *both about very fine* (2) £220-240

35 **Ottoman**, Murad III, gold sultani, Misr 982h (2), wt. 3.41gms, 3.12gms, *both very fine* (2) £220-240

36 **Ottoman**, Abdul Hamid II, gold zeri-mahbub, Misr 1187/2 – 1192; together with Mahmud II gold ¼ sultani (2); Jaza’ir 1228h, 1244h, wt. 2.55gms, 0.83gms, 0.71gms, *the first coin about extremely fine, the two ¼ sultani twice pierced but very fine and rare* (3) £300-350

37 **Zirid**, Anon. al-Mu’izz b. Badis, gold dinar, Madinat ‘izz al-islam al-Qaurawan 444h, wt. 3.88gms (Haz 7; A. 458), *good very fine* £220-260

38 **Buwayhid**, Baha’ al-dawla, gold dinar (4), Suq al-Ahwaz 398h, wt. 5.10gms, 4.55gms, 4.05gms 3.47gms (A. 1573), *all about extremely fine or better* (4) £500-600

39 **Buwayhid**, Baha’ al-dawla, gold dinar (3), Suq al-Ahwaz 399h, wt. 4.83gms, 4.43gms, 4.08gms, (A. 1573), *all good very fine or better* (3) £350-400

40 **Ikhshidid**, ‘Ali b. al-Ikhshid, silver dirham, Filastin 353h (4), 3xx, (A. 8684), *first four coins all with clear mint and date, usual crude uneven strikes, generally very fine for issue* (5) £180-220

41 **Arab Tabaristan**, ½ drachms (5) together with **Arab-Sasanian**, Khusrav II drachm, Byshapur 50h, *fine to very fine* (6) £120-150

42 **Assorted Islamic silver**, *generally fine or better, some identified in envelopes* (55 pcs) £120-150

43 **Fatimid**, silver dirham, ½ dirham (5) together with **Idrisid** dirham al-’Aliya 234h, *generally fine* £120-150

44 **Rum Seljuq**, silver dirham, “Sun and Lion” type (11), *others* (7); **Turkoman** bronze (5), *many identified, fine or better* (23) £150-200

45 **Afsharid** assorted silver shahi (14) *all identified in envelopes, mostly very fine* £80-100

46 **Bahri Mamluk**, Baybars I silver dirham with lion below (12), *fine to very fine* £80-100

**British Coins**

47 **Celtic**, Potin units (2), Thurrock type, head l., *rev. bull* (S. 62); Class I, crude type (S. 62); Early Anglo-Saxon, Sceattas (2), Primary Phase and Continental issue, series D (S. 775 (?) ; 792), *fine* (4) £120-160

Found at Bushes Farm, Magdalen Laver, Essex

48 **Northumbria, early Anglo-Saxon period**, base stycas (4), Eanred, moneyer Broder (S.862); Aethelred II, moneyer Eanred (S.865); Archbishop Wigmund (2), moneyer Coenred, second blundered (S.870), *very fine* (4) £100-140

49 **Henry I**, cut halfpennies (2), one short cross coinage; and halfpenny-sized fragment of quadrilateral on cross fleury type (S. 1276), *fair to fine* (3) £80-120

Found respectively at Chadlington, Harrow and Crawley

50 **Henry II**, penny, cross-and-crosslets (‘Tealby’) coinage (1158-1180), class F (S.1342), *poor and short of flan, and cut halfpenny, class A* (9), London (S.1337), *fine* (2) £250-350

Second found near Oxford
Richard I, penny, short cross coinage (S.1347); John, cut halfpennies (2), London, Willelm and Winchester, moneyer Bartelme, all fine (3) £150-250
First two found respectively at Matching Green and Bedford

John, cut halfpenny; others (3), Henry III (4); cut farthings (2); and a Scottish cut halfpenny, fair to fine (8) £100-140
First found at Wilton, other find spots recorded

Henry III (1216-72), penny, long cross type, London, Ricard; others (2), the Edwards, London and Canterbury; William IV, sixpence, 1834; Victoria, threepence, 1886, mostly very fine; Canada, Victoria, 50-cents, 1870; India, Native States, silver (2) and bronze, mostly fine (9) £120-160

Henry III, cut halfpennies (4), short cross coinage, fair to fine (4) £120-150
Found respectively at Crawley, Felmingham, South Harting and nr. Aylesbury.

Henry III, ‘long Cross’ penny, Canterbury, moneyer Robert; Charles I, shilling, mm tun, small ‘Aberystwyth’ type bust, large XII (S.2796); and copper Farthing; Scotland, Alexander III, ‘Rex Scotorum’ penny; Mary, bawbee (S.5433); and Charles I, turner, mostly fine (6) £100-140

Edward I, various pennies (12), one broken one chipped; and halfpenny; Irish pennies (2); later Irish, James I, sixpence and AE farthing, fair to fine (16) £250-350
Find spots recorded

Edward III/IV, groat; Edward III, half-groat; Mary, Groat; pennies (3), James I, Charles I and Commonwealth; others (7, including Charles I (2)), AR and Æ; Italy, Venice, Leonardo Loredano (1436-1501-1538), soldino, several chipped, fair to fine (14) £180-220
Find spots recorded

Richard II, halfpenny, London, intermediate style, no marks on breast (S.1699), very fine; another, poor, well-worn and crimped (2) £60-90
Last found near Basingstoke

Hammered coinage, long cross type, pennies (6), with halfpenny and farthing, mostly fine, one London penny better but chipped (8) £100-140

Henry VIII, first coinage (1509-1526), groat, mm. pheon, crowned bust r., rev. long cross fourchée over shield (S.2316; N.1762), good fine, creased from 8 o’clock to 2 o’clock, watermarked surface £120-150
Found at Hanlady Barns, 2014

Mary, groat, mm. pomegranate, crowned bust left, legend ends REGI, rev. shield over long cross fourchée (N.1960; S.2492), very fine £120-160

Elizabeth I, sixpences (2), 1564, mm. pheon, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev. date above shield (S.2561B); Charles II, halfcrown, 1671; Maundy fourpence, 1679; and farthing, 1672, last poor, others fine (5) £120-160

Elizabeth I, sixpences (4); half-groat, mm woolpack (S.2579), good fine; others (2); pennies (2) and three-farthings (2), except as stated, poor, fair and fine (11) £100-120

James I, second coinage, gold halfcrown, mm. crescent (1617-1618), crowned fifth bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms, IR above (S.2631; N.2095), a little crimped, fine £200-250

Charles II, shilling, 1671, second bust, plain below (S.3375; ESC 1034; Bull 518, R*), good fine £200-250 *ex Baldwin’s vault.
66 **Charles II**, shilling, 1672, second bust (S. 3375; ESC 1036; Bull 521), good fine £150-200
*ex Baldwin's vault.*

67 **Charles II**, shilling, 1679, second bust, plain below (S. 3375; ESC 1054; Bull 545), good fine £150-200
*ex Baldwin's vault.*

68 **James II**, Maundy set, 1687, laur. head l., rev. crowned mark of value (S.3418; ESC.2382), very fine or better (4) £250-300

69 **James II**, Maundy set, 1687, 4d & 1d both 7 over 6 (S.3418), very fine (4) £150-200

70 **William and Mary**, fourpence, 1690, conjoined laur. heads r., rev. crowned mark of value (S.3439; ESC.1869), extremely fine £80-120

71 **Anne**, halfcrown, 1707, roses and plumes, edge SEXTO (S.3582; ESC.1365), good fine, reverse better £120-180

72 **Anne**, Post-Union, silver shilling, 1707, plain, third bust left, rev cruciform shields, plain angles (S.3610; ESC.1141; Bull 1395), nearly extremely fine, toned £250-300

73 **Anne**, Post-Union, silver shilling, 1708, third bust left, rev cruciform shields, plain angles (S.3610; ESC.1141; Bull 1395), good very fine, grey tone £180-200

74 **Anne**, Post-Union, silver shilling, 1710, roses and plumes, third bust left, rev cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3614; ESC.1155; Bull 1403), good very fine, a little lustre £250-300

75 **Anne**, shilling, 1712, r & p (S. 3617); **George III**, bank tokens (6), eighteen-pence, 1811; and Ireland, 10-pence (3), 5-pence (2); other silver tokens (2), Fazeley shilling, 1811; Hampshire sixpence 1811, fair and fine (9) £65-80

76 **Anne**, Maundy set, 1706, bust l., rev. crowned mark of value (S.3599; ESC.2395), groat and threepence fine to about very fine, twopence and penny very fine or better (4) £125-225

77 **William III**, shilling, 1723, SSC, arms of France at date, fair; **George I**, sixpence, 1697, C, double struck, about very fine but plugged, unusual (2) £60-80

78 **William III**, sixpence, 1697, second laur. and dr. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3537; ESC.1564), nearly fine £60-80

Found near Oxford
79 George I, half-guinea, 1719, first laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3635), fine, though buffed surface £140-180

80 George I, quarter guinea, 1718, laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3638; MCE 277), good very fine and, unusually, without double-struck bust £300-350

81 George I, Maundy set, 1727 (S. 3658), very fine (4) £120-150

82 George II, Maundy set, 1746, laur. and dr. bust l., rev. crowned mark of value (S.3716; ESC.2410), very fine to extremely fine (4) £125-175

83 George III, guinea, 1781, fourth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3728), ex-mount, fine £200-250

84 George III, guinea, 1789, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), about very fine £200-250

85 George III, guinea, 1791, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), gilt, ex-mount, very fine £250-300

86 George III, guinea, 1793, has been pierced and gilt, fair to fine; Turkey, Mohammed V, 100-piastres, AH 1327, yr. 4, has been mounted and gilt (2) £300-350

87 George III, guinea, half guinea, 1793, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729/S.3735; MCE.432), both ex-mount, fine or better (2) £300-400

88 George III, guinea, 1794, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), ex-mount, about very fine £200-250

89 George III, guinea, 1795, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), ex-mount, about very fine £200-250

90 George III, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), ex-mount, about very fine £200-250

91 George III, half-guinea, 1808, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (MCE 444; S.3737), bright extremely fine £400-500
92  George III, third guinea, 1798, first laur. head r., rev. crown, date in legend (S.3738), a little flecked, virtually mint state £250-300

93  George III, Maundy set, 1800, laur. and dr. bust r., rev. crowned mark of value (S. 3764; ESC.2421), very fine to extremely fine (4) £125-175

94  George III, copper coins (4), twopence, 1797, penny, 1806; halfpennies (2), 1799, 1806, these two very fine; World Coins: Japan, Mutsuhito (1867-1912), Yen, Meiji 25 (1892), dragon, rev. value (Y.A25.3), polished, very fine; European crowns (3), Italy, Napoleon, 5-Lire, 1809 M; Netherlands, William II, 2½-Gulden, 1848; Austria, Joseph II, Thaler, 1784, B, Kremnitz mint; South Africa, Kruger, florins (2); silver halfcrows, George VI (4), Elizabeth II (5); Southern Rhodesia, halfcrows (4); New Zealand, halfcrown, 1943, and cupro-nickel (5); sundry coins, silver (8), others (3), varied state but many silver halfcrows very fine (40) £120-150

96  George III, farthing, 1773, laureate bust r., rev. Britannia seated left (BMC 913; S. 3775), much as struck, good extremely fine with almost full redness £100-120

97  George III, farthing, 1773 (S. 3775), softly struck, extremely fine £70-90

98  George III, sovereigns (2): 1817, 1820, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785, 3785C), first fair to fine, second nearly fine but scuffed and gilt (2) £500-600

99  George III, false sovereign, 1820, struck from false dies in platinum, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, 6.17gms (cf. S.3785), fine and rare £200-250

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

Forgery of a number of European gold coins exist in platinum, made at time when the value of gold was greater than that of platinum

95  George III, “Cartwheel” penny, 1797, laur bust r., rev. Britannia seated l. with shield and trident (S.3777), extremely fine, the obverse retaining some lustre £80-120

100 George III, crown, 1818, LIX, laur. head r., rev. St. George and dragon (S.3787; ESC.214), nearly extremely fine £100-120
101 George III, crown, 1818, LIX, laur. head r., rev. St. George and dragon (S.3787; ESC.214), jeweller's graffiti on rev., very fine, rev. toned £100-120

102 George III, crown, 1819, LX, laur. head r., rev. St George and dragon (S.3787; ESC.216), some bruises on obverse (perhaps once brooch mounted), scuffed, very fine £80-120

103 George III, silver halfcrown, 1817, small head, shilling, 1787, with hearts, sixpence (3), 1787 (2), with and without hearts, 1817 (S.3789, 3746, 3748, 3749, 3791); Victoria, silver crown, 1887, halfcrown, 1889 (S.3921, 3924), good very fine to extremely fine (7) £350-450

104 George III - Victoria, various copper coins: pennies, 1854 (2); farthings (4): 1806; 1825; 1826; 1843 (S.3782/3822/3950), all extremely fine to uncirculated (6) £125-150

105 George III - George V, various copper and bronze coins: pennies (2): 1896; 1936; halfpennies (2): 1799; 1930; farthings (4): 1885; 1886; 1918; 1931; third farthing, 1885, good very fine to about mint state (9) £40-50

106 George IV, sovereign, 1825, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), cut on cheek, scuffed, very fine £250-300

107 George IV, half-sovereign, 1823, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3803), fine £200-250

108 George IV, crown, 1821, SECUNDO, laur. head l., rev. St George and the dragon (S.3805; ESC.246), good very fine £150-200

109 George IV, halfcrown, 1829 (S.3809); shilling, 1824 (S.3811); with William IV, shilling 1836; William and Mary, Maundy fourpence, 1689; 18th cent. copper halfpenny tokens (3); medallions (2), one for Waterloo, generally very fine (9) £100-140

110 George IV, Maundy set, 1824, laur. head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath, rare date, toned, good very fine to extremely fine (4) £175-225

111 George IV, third-farthing, 1827, laureate head l., rev. Britannia seated r. (S.3827; BMC.1453), extremely fine; Victoria, half-farthing, 1844 (S.3951; BMC.1594), much as struck, good extremely fine with almost full redness (2) £80-120

112 William IV, halfcrown, 1835, W/F in script on truncation, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3834; ESC.665), nearly extremely fine £250-300
113 William IV, enamelled ‘coin’ brooch, halfcrown, 1836, crowned ermine mantle over Royal arms, enamelled in 4 colours, in scrolls and capstan brooch mount, *extremely fine* £45-65

A coin-like design, though not enamelled on an actual coin.

114 William IV, Maundy set, 1833, bare head r., *rev.* value within wreath (S.3840; ESC.2440), *cleaned,* *very fine or better* (4) £100-125

115 G Victoria, gold sovereign, 1843, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S. 3852), *obverse very fine, reverse better* £220-260

116 G Victoria, gold sovereign, 1853, young head l., WW in relief, *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S. 3852C), *obverse very fine, reverse better* £220-260

117 G Victoria, gold sovereign, 1869, die no. 35, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S. 3853), *very fine* £220-250

118 G Victoria, gold sovereign, 1872, WW in relief, die no. 55, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S. 3853B), *extremely fine* £240-260

119 G Victoria, gold sovereign, 1885, young head l., *rev.* St. George, horse with short tail (S. 3856B), *nearly extremely fine* £220-250

120 G Victoria, sovereign, 1885M, horse with short tail, no BP in exergue, first young head l., M below, *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3857A), *uncirculated* £225-275

121 G Victoria, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3865), *cleaned and has been in a ring mount, good very fine* £450-550

122 G Victoria, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3865), *extremely fine* £400-500

123 Victoria, ‘Gothic’ crown, 1847, UNDECIMO, crowned bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), *a much handled and lightly scuffed coin, very fine with deep black tone* £700-900
124 Victoria, shilling, 1848/6, young head l., rev. crowned value within wreath (S.3904), rare date, good very fine or better £200-250

125 Victoria, shillings (4), young head, 1858, 1865, die no 31, 1872, die no 129, 1875, die no 52, bust l., rev. value (S.3904, 3906, 3906A), all good extremely fine - virtually mint state (4) £300-350

126 Victoria, sixpence, 1866, die no. 23, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3909; ESC.1715), about uncirculated £125-150

127 Victoria, sixpences (5), young head, 1884, 1887 (4), bust l., rev. value (S.3912), all good extremely fine - virtually mint state, some brilliance to one 1887 (5) £250-300

128 Victoria, Maundy set, 1859, young head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3916; ESC.2470), threepence is a currency piece, toned, extremely fine or better (4) £125-175

129 Victoria, threepence, 1870, young head; sixpence, 1899 (S. 3914C; 3941); George V, florin, 1930; shilling, 1930 (S 4038, 4039), much as struck, extremely fine (4) £150-200

130 Victoria, halfpenny; farthing, 1853, young head l., rev. Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948), both about mint state (2) £80-120

131 Victoria, crown, 1887; double florins (5): 1887 (4), 3 Arabic, 1 Roman; 1888, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon/crowned cruciform shields (S.3921/22/23), all about extremely fine or better (6) £180-220

132 Victoria, crowns (2), 1889, Jubilee bust left, rev. St George and Dragon (ESC 2589; S.3921); Crown, 1894 LVIII, old head left, rev. St. George and dragon (ESC 2597; S.3937), good very fine (2) £150-200

133 Victoria, halfcrows, 1887 (3); florin, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ head l., rev. crowned shield of arms in Garter and collar/crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3924/3925), all practically mint state (4) £150-200

134 Victoria, halfcrowns (2): 1888; 1890, ‘Jubilee’ head l., rev. crowned shield of arms in Garter and collar (S.3924), extremely fine to uncirculated (2) £100-150

135 Victoria, shillings (2); sixpences (2); threepence, all 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. crowned shield within Garter/crowned 3 within wreath (S.3926/28/31), extremely fine to uncirculated (5) £40-60
136 Victoria, proof shilling; proof threepence, 1887, 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. crowned shield within Garter/crowned 3 within wreath (S.3926/31), the first about uncirculated, the second lightly cleaned, otherwise extremely fine (2) £100-150

137 Victoria, crowns (2), 1887, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3921; ESC.2585), nearly extremely fine (2) £80-120

138 Victoria, crown, 1895, LIX, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC 2598), extremely fine £200-250

139 Victoria, crown, 1896, LX, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC 2601), extremely fine £150-200

140 Victoria, crown, 1897, LX, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC 2602), extremely fine £150-200

141 Victoria, crown, 1897, edge LXI, veiled bust l., rev. St George and dragon (S.3937; ESC 313), extremely fine £120-150

142 Victoria, crown, 1900, LXIV, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC 2609), extremely fine £150-200

143 Victoria, shilling sixpence, 1901, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shields within Garter/value within wreath (S.3940A/41), both toned mint state (2) £80-120

144 Victoria, Maundy set, 1900, veiled bust l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3943; ESC.2515), toned, extremely fine or better (4) £100-120

145 Victoria - George V, various bronze coins: pennies (6): 1895; 1901; 1902; 1921 (2); 1929; halfpennies (2): 1899, 1924; farthing, 1896 (S.3961/90/4051/55/3962/4056/3963), all uncirculated with lustre (9) £80-100
146 **Victoria**, bronze penny, 1895, veiled bust (BMC 1941; S.3961), virtually mint state with much original colour, with **George V**, Maundy penny, 1911 (S. 4020), extremely fine (2) £80-120
*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection.
ex Baldwin vault

147 **Victoria**, bronze halfpenny, 1861, young ‘bun’ head, dies 6/F (BMC 1767; S. 3956), extremely fine with almost full mint bloom £80-120
*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection.
ex Baldwin vault

148 **Victoria**, bronze halfpenny, 1887, young ‘bun’ head (BMC 1843; S.3956), extremely fine with almost full mint bloom £80-120
*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection.
ex Baldwin vault

149 **Edward VII**, crowns, 1902 (2), bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3978), fine or better (2) £100-150

150 **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1905, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3980; ESC.750; Bull 3571), fine, a worn coin with several scratches on obverse £180-220

151 **Edward VII**, florin, 1905, bare head r., rev. standing Britannia (S.3981; ESC.923; Bull 3581), very fine £120-150

152 **Edward VII**, penny; halfpenny, 1904, bare head r., rev. Britannia seated r., with shield and trident (S.3990), extremely fine or better, scarce (2) £40-60

153 **George V**, sovereign, 1917 P (S. 4001; Marsh 256), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 £280-320

154 **George V**, ‘Wreath’ crown, 1928, head left, rev. crown and date in wreath (ESC 368; S.4036), obverse very fine, reverse better £120-150

155 **George V**, ‘Wreath’ crown, 1931, modified head left, rev. crown and date in wreath (ESC 371; S.4036), very fine £120-150
156 George V, ‘Wreath’ Crown, 1933, head left, rev. large crown, date over (Bull 3644; ESC 373; S 4036), dull tone, a few minor scuffs, about uncirculated £350-450

157 George V, ‘Wreath’ Crown, 1933, head left, rev. crown within wreath (ESC 373; S.4036), nearly extremely fine £120-150

158 George V, proof crown, 1935, raised lettered edge, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4050; ESC.378; Bull 3655), in red card box of issue, choice mint state £350-400

159 George V, specimen crown, 1935, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4049; ESC.376), mint state £70-100

160 George V, Maundy set, 1911, bare head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.4016), extremely fine (4) £80-100

161 George V, Maundy set, 1934, bare head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.4043), in red leather fitted case; crowns (2), 1935 (S.4048), all extremely fine, with Victoria, Jubilee crowns (2), 1887, 1888, fine (8) £120-160

162 George VI, Coronation 1937, proof set of coins comprising silver crown to Maundy penny, nickel-brass threepence, bronze penny, halfpenny and farthing, bare head l., rev. various (S.PS16), in official red leather case of issue, extremely fine but uneven tone (15) £200-250

163 George VI, Festival of Britain, proof set of coins, 1951, comprising crown to farthing (S.PS18), in original green card case of issue, mint state (10) £100-150

*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection.

164 George VI, Maundy set, 1937, bare head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.4086), extremely fine (4) £90-110

165 Elizabeth II, proof five pounds; two pounds, sovereign; half sovereign, 2012, St. George on horseback attacking the dragon with a lance (S.SE12/SD8/SC8/SB8), all in plastic capsules, FDC (4) £1750-2250
166 Elizabeth II, proof two pounds, sovereign, half sovereign; quarter sovereign, 2013 (S.SD7/SC7/SB7/SA1), all certified and graded by PCGS as First Strike Proof 69 Deep Cameo (4) £600-700


168 Elizabeth II, gold proof sovereign and half-sovereign, 1980, in separate leatherette folders of issue, mint state (2) £280-320

169 Elizabeth II, proof quarter sovereign, 2009 (S.SA1), in plastic capsule, FDC £60-80

170 Elizabeth II, silver proof 50-pence, 1997, 2 coin set; proof sets of coins (11), 1970 (2), 1971-1978, 1980; 1967-68, currency coins (11), cased as set; Trafalgar bicentenary medal, 2005, all as issued (lot) £120-150

171 Elizabeth II, Maundy set, 2000, laur. head r., rev: crowned mark of value within wreath (S.4211), all in plastic capsules, with certificate, FDC (4) £100-125

172 Modern crowns (9), 1935 (3), 1937, 1951 (2), 1977, proof, 1980, proofs (2); earlier (4), 1820, 1821, 1822, poor, 1900, fine; silver medals (2); Maundy coinage, fourpences (5), threepences (3), twopences (4), pennies (6); other British silver (10), including halfcrown, 1936, extremely fine, foreign silver (2); base metal and medals, etc. (11), varied state but some better pieces £100-140

173 Modern British crowns (15), 1935, 1951 (3 – 2 boxed); 1953 (9 – 7 in plastic holders; 1960 (2); 1953 ‘plastic’ currency sets (3), mostly extremely fine or as issued (lot) £50-65

174 20th century British and world currency, a large quantity, a few in silver, a few more recent, the majority in base metals, varied state (lot) £80-120

175 20th century British and world currency, a large quantity, a few in silver, a few older and fewer more recent, the majority in base metals; with banknotes and part-used books of stamps (4), including Jubilee, 1935, varied state (lot) £80-120

Scottish Coins

176 Scotland, James VI, Revaluation of 1578, crowned thistle countermark on reverse of silver testoon of Queen Mary, 1556, First Period (1542-1558), type IIIa, mm cross potent and [reverse] crown, crown over Scottish shield, dividing M-R, annulets below, rev: cross potent, plain cross in each angle (S. [2015] p. 76, as S.5405), bust coin very fine, countermark sharp and well-placed, rare £350-450

*ex Baldwin’s vault
**Isle of Man**

177 **Isle of Man**, James Stanley, Tenth Earl of Derby (1702-1736), halfpenny, 1733, Stanley crest, rev. triskelion (S.7409; Pr.29), good extremely fine, with much original redness and lustre £80-120

178 **Isle of Man**, copper coinage (14), various issues, James Stanley, Earl of Derby (4); George III (4); Victoria (2); tokens (4); Ireland, etc., evasion issues, etc. (14), generally fair and fine; Guernsey, 8-doubles, 1834 (S.7200), good very fine and scarce (19) £70-90

**Irish Coins**

179 **Ireland**, Edward I, farthing, type I, Dublin (S.6267; DF 70), poor £40-60

180 **Ireland**, Edward IV, light cross and pellets coinage (c.1472-1478), penny, Dublin?, rev. rose in centre of cross (S.6361A?); penny, Drogheda?, rev. rose in centre of cross (S.6370A?); penny, uncertain mint, mm. pierced mullet; sun and rose coinage (c.1478-1483), penny, small rose, Dublin (S.6395); with an English light coinage penny of York (S.2065), fair to fine, one pierced, another cracked (5) £80-100

181 **Ireland**, Elizabeth I, shilling, 1561, mm harp, crowned bust l., within beaded circle, legend ends REG, rev. three harps in crowned frame, date either side, (S.6505; DF.248), obverse about fine, reverse better £200-250

182 **Ireland**, James II, Gunmoney coinage, halfcrown. 1690 Apr., laur. and draped bust l., rev. crown on crossed scepters, dividing I-R, (S.6579), very fine and good colour £80-120

183 **Ireland**, Free State, proof set, 1928, halfcrown to farthing (S.6625-6632; KM.PS1), in [damaged] green leather case of issue, uneven tone to silver, extremely fine (8) £325-375

**Tokens**

184 **Charles II**, Admission token to the Touching ceremony, undated, of halfpenny size, brass with a copper centre, undated, c. 1664-65, three masted ship sailing, six pointed star below, CAR. II. DG. M. B. FR. ET. HI. REX., rev. St. Michael and dragon, six pointed star below, SOLI DEO GLORIA, 28.5mm (BMC 499), very fine and scarce £150-250 *ex Baldwin’s vault.
185 A collection of tokens: 17th century farthings, Bath (5) and Ipswich (3); 18th century, Anglesey pennies (3); various halfpennies (99); 19th century, threepences (2), pennies and halfpennies (29); all farthing issues (9), poor, fair and fine (150) £140-180

186 18th century tokens, pennies (2); halfpennies (24); farthings (8), of Buckinghamshire (2), Cheshire, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset (2), Gloucestershire (10), Hampshire (6), Herefordshire, Kent (6) and Lincolnshire (4), in various base metals, all different and with identifying envelopes, mostly fine to very fine (34) £150-250
*ex Baldwin's vault.

187 18th century tokens, Lancashire, halfpennies (20 – DH.24/38 Bis/62/64/77/79/79b/79c/79h/79k/96-98/115/118/141/143a/144/145/148), chiefly ex A.W. Jan collection, mostly fine to very fine, a couple rare (20) £80-150
*ex Baldwin's vault.

188 18th century tokens, Middlesex, pennies (5); farthings (36), in various base metals, all different and with identifying envelopes, mostly fine to very fine, a few rare (41) £180-300
*ex Baldwin's vault.

189 18th century tokens, Middlesex, halfpennies (38), in various base metals, all different and with identifying envelopes, mostly fine to very fine, a couple very rare (38) £150-250
*ex Baldwin's vault.

190 18th century tokens, sixpence; penny; halfpennies (23), of Norfolk (12), Northamptonshire, Nottinghamshire, Shropshire (4), Somerset (5) and Staffordshire (2), all different and with identifying envelopes, some ex A.W. Jan collection, mostly fine to very fine (25) £120-180
*ex Baldwin's vault.

191 Somerset, Bath, token penny, 1794, view of entrance to the BOTANIC GARDEN, rev. shrubs growing on a wall, tree to r. (D&H 5); M. Lambe, halfpennies (2), 1794, camel, rev. INDIA HOUSE (DH 50); F. Heath, Bladud Halfpenny, 1795 (DH 40); Farthings (4), Lamh, scrolled Ls monogram; Heath (3), all Bladud, India House (2) and ‘THROUGH HIS SWINE’, all extremely fine, some with lustre (9) £150-200

192 Somerset, Bath City, halfpenny tokens (5), from Kempson's series, each with City arms and rev. building façade, All Saints Chapel; Cross Bath Pump Room; Free Church; General Hospital; Private Baths, Stall Street (D&H Somerset 69, 72, 73, 75, 79; Conder p.134, 29, 33, 35 & p. 135, 40; Atkins p.175, 58, 61, 62, 64, 68); Warwickshire, Birmingham, Kempson's Halfpenny, George III r., rev. P KEMPSON, MAKER OF BUTTONS, MEDALS &c (DH 218). spotting on first but all extremely fine on nearly so, scarce (6) £250-300
Peter Kempson, (1755-1824), button-maker, later token manufacturer, St Mary's Row, Birmingham, later Little Charles Street. He was actively involved in the production of tokens from 1791 until 1799, turning out more than 60 tons of “legitimate provincial coins” for various commissions.

193 18th century tokens, penny; halfpennies (24); farthings (2), of Suffolk (8), Surrey, Sussex (2), Worcestershire (6) and Yorkshire (10), all different and with identifying envelopes, mostly fine to very fine, some rare (27) £150-200
*ex Baldwin's vault.

194 18th century tokens, Warwickshire, penny-sized (4); halfpennies (34); farthings (5), in copper, brass and white metal, all different and with identifying envelopes, mostly fine to very fine, some rare (43) £220-350
*ex Baldwin's vault.

195 18th century tokens, Warwickshire, Birmingham Mining and Copper Company, halfpennies, 1791 (DH.81), 1792 (7 - DH.84-5/93/96/100/102/103); counterfeit halfpennies, 1792 (10 - DH.104a-b/105-8/109a/110/110a/111), 1793 (2 - DH.116/116a), 1795 (2 - DH.118/118a), fine to very fine, some very rare (22) £100-150
*ex Baldwin's vault.
A good group of tokens: 18th century halfpennies (21); farthings (3); 19th century pennies (5); George III, medallie token, 1789, King’s Restoration of Health, 33mm, mostly extremely fine, several with lustre (30) £150-200

British 18th century tokens; together with later pieces, colonial and world coinage and token issues (107); USA, 1930’s aluminum purchase tax tokens (5), these mint state, others varied state (112) £80-120

Scotland, 18th century tokens, penny; halfpennies (31); farthings (6), of Angus (3), Fife, Haddingtonshire, Inverness-shire (2), Kirkcudbrightshire, Lanarkshire (4) and Lothian (26), all different and with identifying envelopes, mostly fine to very fine, several rare (38) £180-250

19th century silver tokens, shillings (11); sixpences (6), of Devon (D.1/5/12-15); Dorset (D.6/10/21/26/28); Hampshire (D.7/11 rare/20/28); Kent (D./Mays 2); Sussex (D.10), fine to very fine (17) £150-200

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

19th century silver tokens, shillings (14); sixpences (2), of Gloucestershire (D.1/5/6/8/10/11); Herefordshire (D.2); Leicestershire (D.1/2 rare/6/7); Norfolk (D.12/14-17); fine to very fine (16) £130-180

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

19th century silver tokens, Middlesex, one shilling and sixpence (D.5); shillings (6 – D.6/9/11/15/21/29); sixpences (6 – D.33/35/38/40 rare, 41, 42 rare), fine to very fine (13) £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

19th century silver tokens, Somerset, shillings (9 – D.17/19/21/23/26/38/47/49/50, this rare); sixpences (6 – D.54/55/57-59, first rare/64), fine to good very fine (15) £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

19th century silver tokens, Warwickshire, Birmingham Overseers of the Poor (9), shillings (7 – D.6/7/11-13/17 and 19 rare); sixpences (2 – D.22/23), fine to good very fine (9) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

Duke of Wellington, halfpenny tokens, bust l., (7), two extremely fine; bust r., 1813, rev. COMMERCE; E. Stephens penny, 1816; ‘The Emperor Alexander’, jeton, generally fine, except as stated, last pierced (9) £70-90

Jetons, tokens and counters, etc, a small and varied collection (114), mostly British but including French MAXIMUS / NON PLUS ULTRA jetons (10), Lille, c. 1827; c/stamped George III coppers (3), Lloyd’s Newspaper (2) and “Robinson, Cutler, Oxford”; others (2); apothecary weights (5), varied state £80-120

Scotland, Glasgow, uniface square lead token, 1819, city arms, name and date, very fine £30-50
World Coins

208 Andorra, medallic 50-diners, 1960, half-length bust of Charlemagne l., rev. arms (KM M2), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65 Cameo; H.R.E., Pfalz-Zweibrücken, Christian IV (1735-1775), 5-kreuzer, 1767 (Memmesh 2745); European milled minors (3 - certified and graded by PCGS); Rome, Republic, denarius; sundry European hammered (7), varied state (13) £100-140

209 Australia, Victoria, half-sovereign, 1864, type 2, Arabic 1, laur. bust l., rev. crown over AUSTRALIA, within wreath (Fr. 10a; Marsh 389), scuffed, good very fine £400-500

210 Australia, Victoria, sovereign, 1870, laur. bust l., rev. crown over AUSTRALIA, within wreath (McD 117; Fr. 10; KM 4), fine £200-250

211 Australia, Bell & Gardner, Rockhampton, penny, by J. C. Thornthwaite, undated legend, rev. value in wreath (A. 43), struck with uneven rim, but very fine and very rare £200-300

212 Austria, Ferdinand I, thaler, 1846 A, Vienna, laureate bust r., rev. Imperial eagle (KM. 2240); Russia, Nicholas II, rouble, 1896 АГ, bust l., rev. Imperial eagle (KM. Y59.3); 5-kopeks, 1901; other minors (3), Germany, Bavaria, 3-kreuzers, 1805; Netherlands, 10-cents, 1849, Utrecht; UK, Victoria, shilling, 1893, the rouble good very fine, others extremely fine and better (6) £120-160

213 European minor coins (5), Austria, Ferdinand III, 3-kreuzer, 1648, Hall, crowned bust r., rev. two shields, 3 below (KM. 852); Germany, Hall, half-kreuzer, 1712; Nürnberg, Kreuzer, 1726; Saxony, 3-pfennig, 1763; Switzerland, Chur, Groschen, 1735 of 3-Kreuzer half-length bust of St. Lucius r., 3 below rev. Imperial eagle, all mint state or virtually so (5) £100-150

214 British Guiana, Berbice, white metal communion token, 1856, St. Saviour’s, Rev. G. McCulloch (Church of Scotland), rev. THIS DO IN/REMEMBRANCE/OF ME./1. COR. XI. 24, some porosity, very fine £150-200

215 Canada, George VI, silver dollar, 1948, bust l., rev. voyageur canoe (KM 46), about uncirculated though a few light hairlines £500-600

216 China, chop marked silver dollars, British Trade dollar 1911-B, Mexico 8 reales 1789, peso (2) 1902, 1904); Japan yen (2) Meiji 15, 25; together with Taiwan 100 yuan 1965 (3), generally very fine (9) £120-150

217 China, Szechuan, dollar, year 1 – 1912 (L&M 366; K. 775; Y. 456; Hsu 278), certified and graded by PCGS Extremely Fine 45; Republic, 5-cents, 1940, certified and graded by PCGS Cleaned UNC – Genuine not gradeable £70-90
218 China, proof 35-yuan, 1979, silver, “Year of the Child”, struck for Unicef, National emblem and date, rev. children plant and water a flower (KM 8), 14,000 specimens struck, brilliant mint state £250-300

219 China, proof yuan, 1983, gilt-brass, National emblem and date, rev. panda in octagon (KM 85), encapsulated and in sealed film, brilliant mint state £200-250

KM states 30,000 specimens struck; the PCGS website lowers this to 20,000.

220 Colombia, United States, 5-Decimos (2), 1886, Medellin (KM 161. 2b); Mexico, Republic, 8-reales, 1826 (possibly 6 over 5), Durango mint, Do – R.L., no stop between REPUBLICA and MEXICANA (KM 377.4); Bolivia, Republic, half-sol, 1859, Potosi (KM 133.2), this extremely fine, others very fine or nearly so (4) £80-120

221 Denmark, Christian IV (1588-1648), 1-marck, 1606, Copenhagen, by mintmaster Nikolaus Schwabe, armoured bust r., crown above, rev. value, oval arms dividing date (Hede 92 A; Schou 1), the coin lightly gilt and held within a roped border (lacks suspension loop) as jewellery, a good portrait, nearly very fine £70-100

222 Egypt, late Ottoman through to King Farouq, assorted silver coins from 20 piastres to minor denominations, generally fine or better (64) £200-250

223 G Finland, Russo-Finnish coinage, Nicholas II, 20-markkaa, 1913 S, Imperial eagle, rev. value and date (Fr. 3; KM 9.2), extremely fine £300-350

224 G Finland, Russo-Finnish coinage, Alexander II, 10-markkaa, 1879 S, Imperial eagle, rev. value and date (Fr. 4; KM 8.2), extremely fine £200-250

225 G Finland, Russo-Finnish coinage, Alexander II, 10-markkaa, 1882 S, Imperial eagle, rev. value and date (Fr. 5; KM 8.2), extremely fine £200-250

226 G Finland, Russo-Finnish coinage, Nicholas II, 10-markkaa, 1913 S, Imperial eagle, rev. value and date (Fr. 6; KM 8.2), extremely fine £200-250

227 France, Navarre, Henri III, demi-franc, Pau, 1581, laur. bust r., legend reads HENRICVS II, rev. cross fleury with crowned H’s in angles, watermarked, about fine £60-80

228 France, Directory, 5-francs, AN 6, A [1797-98], Paris, Hercules group, rev. value in wreath (Gad. 563; Dav. 1337; KM 639.1), centre of obverse lightly struck, extremely fine, light tone and some lustre £250-350

229 France, Napoleon, Emperor, 5-francs, 1811 D, Lyon, laur. hear r., rev. value in wreath (Gad. 584; KM 694.5), bright uncirculated, though some minor contact marks £200-250
230 **Germany**, Cologne, Bishop Salentin von Isenburg, gold ducat, 1575, bearded bust l., rev. Arms in circle, MONETA NOVA AVREA TVITIEN. 75 (Noss 85a; Fr. 813), very fine or nearly so £350-450

231 **German States**, minor coins (9), 17th century (4) and 18th century (5), very fine and better but several much as struck (9) £120-160

232 **Germany**, Prussia, Wilhelm II, commemorative 3-marks, 1913, on defeat of Napoleon (KM 534); Saxony, Friedrich August III, memorial 2-marks for George, 1904 (KM 1261); Leipzig University, commemorative 2-marks, 1909 (KM 1268); Third Reich, 5-marks, 1934 A, Potsdam Garrison Church (KM 83), mint state or nearly so (4) £100-140

233 **Hong Kong**, Victoria, silver coinage, 20-cents (2), 1873, 1890 H, diademed bust (KM 7), fine, 10-cents (5), 1866, 1868 (3), 1884, Gothic bust (KM 6.3), very fine (7) £80-120

234 **Hong Kong**, Victoria, silver coinage, various dates; 10-cents (20), Gothic bust (KM 6.3); 5-cents (9), diademed bust (KM 5); Edward VII, 10-cents (4 - KM 13); 5-cents (5 – KM 12), generally very fine, a few perhaps better (38) £120-160

235 **Hong Kong**, Victoria, cents (4), 1863 (3), 1879 (KM 4.1, 2); 1-mils (95), 1863, 1865, 1866 (KM 1, 2, 3), generally fine to very fine (99) £100-140

236 **Hong Kong**, copper cents (10), Victoria (2), Edward VII (7), George V (4), fine and better; other minor coinage, George V (1), George VI (5), fine and better, Elizabeth II (17), very fine and better (35) £70-90

237 **Hong Kong**, Victoria, 1-mil (16), 1863, 1st type (16- KM1); 1865, 2nd type, no hyphen in HONG KONG (7 – KM 2); 1866, 3rd type (11 – KM3); Edward VII, cent, 1902 (KM 11), extremely fine to mint state, much original colour, but some odd stains and spotting (35) £500-600

238 **Hong Kong**, Victoria, 1-mil, 1863 (KM 1), the central piercing slightly mistruck, very fine £40-60

*ex. Baldwin’s vault
239 **Hungary**, Republic, gold and silver proof set of five coins commemorating the 80th Birthday of the composer Béla Bartók, 1961, comprising gold 500-, 100-, 50-forint; silver 50-, and 25-forint (KM PS 1 - listed as a 6 coin set), in grey leather case of issue, some slight roughness to edge of 500-forint, the silver toned (5) £1500-1800
Total issue of gold 2500 specimens of each.

240 **Japan**, Manen koban, undated, Japanese characters both sides (C.22d), mount attached, very fine £300-400

241 **Japan**, Mutsuhito, 10-sen, Meiji 3 (1870), dragon in circle, deep scales, rev. rising sun (KM. Y. 2); 5-sen, Meiji 6 (1873), second variety, value in English, type I (KM. Y 22), mint state or virtually so (2) £65-80

242 **Mongolia**, a small cut segment of a silver ingot, affixed to a card stating, “Currency of Mongolia 1894 – Revd W. E. McFarlane”, total wt. (including card), 8.42gms, as made and with a fascinating provenance £100-150
*ex W. V. R. ‘Roy’ Baldwin collection; ex Baldwin’s vault
William Evan McFarlane (1866-1919) was the third of three missionary brothers, born to a missionary father. Ordained in May 1891, he joined the London Missionary Society and was sent out to join its mission in Mongolia, finally arriving at the mission at Ch’ao Yang on 3 May 1892. Repeated bouts of dysentery for about 18 months forced him to leave Mongolia in May 1894 and he returned to England. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society; he trained then as a doctor in Edinburgh. During the Boer War he served at a refugee camp at Mafeking, following the famous siege. After a spell back in England as a GP, he went to Australia and settled in Irvinebank where he was to die in the Spanish flu epidemic.

243 **Morocco**, Moulay Hafid I, half-rial, 1329 H (1911); Moulay Yussef I, half-rial, 1336 AH (1918) (Lecompte 196, 184; KM Y24, 32), unusually nice, nearly extremely fine (2) £100-150
244 Mozambique, Carlos I (1889-1908), Maria Theresa thalers (2), “1780”, each countermarked on obverse with crowned PM for “Provincia de Moçambique” (KM 45), coins and countermarks very fine (2) £100-150
*ex O’Connor and W. V. R [Roy] Baldwin Collections; ex Baldwin’s basement.
The coins countermarked according to the decree of 5 January, 1889. They were redeemed for Portuguese coins on their entry to the public treasury.

245 Netherlands, Utrecht, gulden, 1794, crowned arms, rev. standing Liberty (KM102), very fine £60-80
*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection. ex Baldwin’s vault

246 Netherlands East Indies, Malacca, tin 2-Stuivers, 1778, square flan with cut corners, VOC monogram over date, rev. stamped with crowned shield and value, 2S, this within rectangle, fine and very rare £150-250

247 Netherlands East Indies, Malacca, tin 2-Stuivers, 1779, round flan, VOC monogram over date, rev. stamped with crowned shield and value, 2S, this within rectangle, fine and very rare £120-150

248 Netherlands East Indies, Malacca, tin 2-Stuivers, 1782, round flan, VOC monogram over value, 2S, rev. date over scrolled motif, fine and very rare £100-150

249 Netherlands, Kampen, lead squeeze of liondaaler, undated, fine to very fine £60-80

250 New Zealand, George V, florin, 1936, bust left, rev. Kiwi bird (KM.4), the rare date of the series, certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58 £300-400

251 New Zealand, George VI, halfcrows (3), 1942, 1943, 1945, bust l., rev. crowned shield (KM 11), certified and graded by PCGS first and last as About Uncirculated 58, 1943 as Mint State 62 (3) £250-350

Images Reduced
252 New Zealand, George VI, halfcrown, 1944, bust l, rev. crowned shield (KM 11), the rare date of the series, certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58
£250-350

253 Portuguese Colonies, Goa, India, Pedro IV, lead 5-Bazarucos, 1827 (KM 27), fine
£20-25
*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection
ex Baldwin vault

254 Puerto Rico, Alfonso XII, 25-cents (1884), a holed USA quarter-dollar, 1857 O, reverse counterstamped with an incuse fleur-de-lis (KM. 6.3), bust fair, counterstamp mostly well struck
£65-80

255 Russia, Nicholas II, 7 ½ roubles, 1897, bust l, rev. Imperial eagle (Fr. 178; KM Y.63), popular one-year type, very fine; Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, 10-Marks, 1872, bust r, rev. Imperial eagle (Fr. 3819; KM 502), extremely fine (2)
£400-450

256 Russia, 50-roubles, 1995, Fridtjof Nansen commemorative issue, eagle, rev. Nansen and the Fram (Fr. 259; KM Y.496), 5000 specimens struck, brilliant mint state
£300-350

257 San Marino, gold scudo, 1979, PACE [Peace], uncirculated
£70-80

258 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l, rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (Hern Z44; F 2; KM. 10.1), good very fine, but a light scratch runs from between the Z and U of ZUID, towards Kruger’s ear
£700-900

259 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l, rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (Hern Z51; Fr. 2; KM.10.2), good extremely fine
£300-350

260 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, halfcrown, with embellished hat and pipe; cut-away coins (3), two shield-shaped, one a cross; two small spoons from coins, one using legend from florin as its shaft; Victoria OH shilling, reverse smoothed and engraved “Pretoria”, varied state and an interesting group (6)
£140-180
261 South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, coin jewellery, halfcrowns (4), brooch mounted (2), loop mount and swivel capstan mount; florins (2), loose in capstan mount and fixed mount; shilling, bar brooch; shilling and sixpences (2); sixpence and threepences (2), as brooches; separate shillings (2) and smaller (3), varied state and an interesting group (lot) £140-180

262 South Africa, George V, pennies, 1930 (3), crowned bust l., rev. sailing ship, value below (Hern S90, mint state with much original redness (3) £100-150

*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection.

ex Baldwin vault

263 South Africa, City of Cape Town, the Pier, Catering Department, part set of tokens, 2/6, 1/- (2), 6d (2), 3d, value both sides (cf. Baldwin’s of St. James’s 8, 385), shillings much as struck, others very fine; tokens (4), J. W. Irwin, halfpenny, 1872 (Hern 292a); Jaggersfontein, 3 Gallons of Water (Hern 294a); Morris Hotel, Grahamstown, penny, 1872 (Hern 372a); Cornwall Light Infantry, 32nd Regiment of Foot, Canteen, c. 1900 (Hern 692a - envelope places coin at Wynberg); sundry others (4), varied state (14) £80-120

*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection.

ex Baldwin vault

The envelope for the catering tokens dated 12 Feb., 1967, “Gift from Chamberlain” (J. H. H. Chamberlain, Durban). They were used at the “Old Café on the Old Pier (50 years ago)”, see Baldwin’s of St James’s Auction 8, 20 September, 2017 (lot 385)

264 Switzerland, Zug, Dicken, 1610, half-length bust of St. Oswald r., MON NO TVGI – SAN OSW 1610, rev. Imperial eagle (HMZ 1095; KM 20); Austria, Holy Roman Empire, Leopold I, 15-Kreuzer, 1663, Vienna, laureate bust r., rev. Imperial eagle, both much as struck, extremely fine (2) £80-120

265 Thailand, Bullet Money (2), Rama III (1824-1851), Baht (KM C. 47); Rama IV (1851-1868), 2-baht, 8 dots in chakra (KM C.138), very fine (2) £70-90

266 Turkey, Ahmed III, Kurus; Abdul Hamid I (1774-1789, 2-zolotos; Selim III (1789-1807), yuzluks (2), fine and better; sundry other Ottoman coinage (14), fair to fine (18) £70-100

267 U.S.A., Colonial issue, Elephant halfpenny, struck in London, c. 1672-1694, copper, elephant standing left, rev., arms of the City of London, LONDON GOD: PRESERVE, star below, 29.5mm, thickness 2.5mm, 13.66g (BMC 503), fine, evenly worn with clear elephant £600-700

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

268 USA, colonial, Wood’s coinage, halfpenny, 1723, laur. head r., rev. Hibernia std. l., with harp; Washington cent, undated, laur. bust l., rev. similar; Lincoln cent, 1909S, bust r., rev. value, fair to fine (3) £40-50


*ex Baldwin’s vault.

270 U.S.A., Post Colonial issue, George Washington, Success to the United States, brass token, small size, c. 1793, bust of Washington r., rev. 15 stars, SUCCESS TO THE UNITED STATES, 19mm, nearly very fine, scarce £120-160

*ex Baldwin’s vault.

Different sources date these tokens from pre-June 1, 1796, when Tennessee was admitted (a sixteenth star), to commemorating Washington’s second inauguration in 1793, to even being 19th century gaming tokens.
271  **USA**, 25 dollars (½ oz. of fine gold), 1986, Liberty stg. facing, rev. eagle l., about mint state  £400-500

272  **USA**, 10 dollars, 1910D, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., certified and graded by PCGS as MS64  £500-600

273  **USA**, 5 dollars (2): 1880S, 1911, Liberty head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast, very fine or better (2)  £400-450

274  **USA**, 5 dollars, 1986, mm W (West Point, New York), Liberty head three-quarters r., rev. eagle (Fr. 197; KM 215), mint state  £220-260

275  **USA**, 2½ dollars (2): 1915 (2), Indian head l., rev. eagle l., lightly cleaned, about fine (2)  £200-250

276  **USA**, gold dollar, 1853, Liberty head l., rev. value and date within wreath, good very fine  £100-120

277  **USA**, gold dollar, 1854, Philadelphia, Liberty head l., rev. value within wreath (Fr. 84), very fine  £80-120

278  **USA**, gold dollars (2): 1874 (2), Indian head l., rev. value and date within wreath, both ex-mount, very fine (2)  £90-110

279  **USA**, quarter dollar, 1928S, Liberty standing, rev. eagle in flight, extremely fine or better  £100-125

280  **USA**, cent, 1845, Liberty head l., rev. value within wreath, trace of original lustre, extremely fine or better  £50-60

281  **British Virgin Islands**, Tortola, half dollar, c. 1805-1824, a cut half segment of a Charles III eight-reales, probably Mexico City mint, countermarked with crude TIRTILA within shaped indent on obverse (Pr. Type II, 8; KM. type III, 19), host coin about fine, countermark very fine  £300-350

282  **Miscellaneous world coins** (32) in silver and copper, generally very fine (32)  £120-150
A group of brass coin weights and related pieces

283  James I, round, for gold angel, St. Michael, rev. crown over XI S; for gold unite, half-length bust r., rev. XXII. S; for half-unite, bust r., rev. crown over XI S, this extremely fine, first two very fine (3)  £80-120

284  James I, round, for gold unite, obverse worn, reverse fine; for half-unites (2), bust r., rev. crown over XI S, varieties, very fine (3)  £60-80

285  Charles I, round, for silver halfcrown, equestrian monarch l., within Garter, rev. C.R. above 2° G, WITH OVT GRAYN ES, (Withers 1070), very fine  £40-60

286  Charles I, round, for gold units (2), one signed B [for Briot] on rev; for half-unite, each crowned bust l., rev. value, last fine, others very fine (5)  £50-70

287  Portrait weights (4), guineas (2), round, William and Mary, William III; half-guineas (2), William III and George II, extremely fine (4)  £100-120

288  Guinea weights (4), round, William III (2), one by Richard Litchfield; Anne; George II; half-guineas (4), William III (3) and George II, generally very fine (8)  £120-160

289  Ireland, various round weights, all with royal arms, rev. value below harp, for Queen Anne, 1702, 8 D: 16 G; for George I (2 - 1718), 17 D: 8 G; 6 D: 22 G; for George II, 1737, 9 D: 5 ¼ G; 1757 (3), 4D: 14 ½ G, 2D: 7 ¼ G, 1 D: 3 ½ G, the last three matching patination, very fine, some perhaps better (7)  £150-200

290  George III, portrait weights (3), guinea; quarter-guineas (2), 1775, each stamped with crown on reverse, one engraved, “By Act of Parliament”, other DWT 2 G; GRA 16; £3: S 12, rev. value in words; £3: S 12 (2 - one by Anderton Son. Cailey, Birmmg); Castle weight by Abdy, with Founders’ Company stamp, Dots 2 Gr 14; others (16), S 36 and smaller, fine, a good group, very fine and better, some with matching patina (24)  £150-200

291  Royal Mint weights (3), Sovereign and half-sovereign, 1821; and half-sovereign, 1843; with a mixed group of apothecary and other weights (11), fine and better (4)  £70-90

292  France, various round weights, Henri IV, ecu, H in centre of cross, rev. XI D: I G; testoon, crowned shield, rev. TESTON VII D: X GR; half-testoon, similar; Louis XIII, I in centre of cross, rev. similar to first, fine and very fine (4)  £70-90

293  France, Louis XIV, portrait weights, pistol and half-pistol, crowned A mm by bust, extremely fine, other pistol weights (4), one fine, others very fine (6)  £60-80
294 **Portugal**, Joseph I (1750-1777), conversion weight, by Kirk, thirty six shillings; “A Moidore or 27 Shil”, **bulb virtually mint state, first with bloom** (2) £50-80

295 **Portugal**, Joseph I (1750-1777), conversion weight, by Kirk, thirty six shillings, value in cartouche, fine; other weights with Christ Cross design, Moidor (2 – large and small flans), with halves (2) and quarter, **very fine and better** (6) £70-90

296 **Spain**, 4-reales weight, arms of León and Castille, **rev. crown over X D: XVI G; uniface** (2), Doppia Spagna and Mezza Spagna; **Italy** (2), bound cross, **rev. VII D: XII G**; cross, **rev. 4 Pistole D’Italie X D: VIII G, second mint state, others mostly very fine** (5) £70-90

297 **Continental square weights**, set of four, numerals stamped in circle, 64, 32, 16 and 8; duplicate 16’s (3) and 8’s (2), **very fine** (9) £40-60

---

**British Medals**

298 **Elizabeth I**, The Defection of Henri IV of France, Brass Jeton, 1598, shields of England France and United Provinces, DEO DVCE COMTE CONCORDIA, **rev. three arms holding swords, from central tablet reading 3333 (in error for Jehovah), MVTI DEFENSIO, 27mm (MI 173/170, illustrated, “very rare”; Dugn 3452), very fine or nearly so, very rare £100-150

Henri IV concluded a Peace Treaty with Spain that went against the agreement of the Allies that no one country should do this without the consent of the others.

299 **Commonwealth**, trial and acquittal of John Lilburn, 1649, copper medal, at one time attributed to Thomas Simon, legend in three concentric circles around bust of Lilburn l., **rev. the names of the jurymen in four concentric circles around a central rose, 34mm (MI.385/3; Eimer 167), the medal seemingly a talisman and much worn, fair to fine, rare £45-60

*ex Baldwin's vault

300 **James II**, Coronation 1685, official silver medal, by John Roettier, laureate bust r., **rev. hand from heaven about to place a crown on a cushion bearing a laurel wreath, A MILITARI AD REGIAM, 33.5mm (MI 605/5; Eimer 273), nearly extremely fine though at one time cleaned and now unevenly re-toned £150-200
301 James II, Mary of Modena, Coronation 1685, official silver medal, by John Roettier, her laureate and draped bust r., rev. the Queen, seated, on a mound, O DEA CERTE, 34mm (MI 606/7; Eimer 274), believed only 400 specimens struck, good very fine; one time cleaned and now unevenly re-toned £150-200

302 Archbishop William Sancroft and the Seven Bishops, cast gilt-silver medal, 1688, by George Bower, bust r., in clerical cap and robes, rev. portraits of the imprisoned bishops circled around the Bishop of London, 49.5mm (MI 622/37; Eimer 288b), the gilding contemporary, a cast of good quality, very fine; William III, landing at Torbay, cast silver medal, 1688, by George Bower, armored bust r., rev. William on horseback leads his army, the fleet beyond, to the fore a warrior raises the figure of Justice, 48.5mm (MI 639/64; Eimer 297b), stained but very fine (2) £80-120

303 Archbishop William Sancroft and the Seven Bishops, cast silver medals (2), 1688, by George Bower, bust r., in clerical cap and robes, rev. portraits of the imprisoned bishops circled around the Bishop of London, 49.5mm (MI 622/37; Eimer 288b), both fine, one pierced (2) £80-120

304 William and Mary, Coronation 1689, official silver medal, by John Roettier, conjoined busts r., rev. Jove hurls thunder at Phaeton, who falls from his chariot, NE TOTVS ABSUMATVR, 35mm (MI 662/25; Eimer 312), good very fine; one time cleaned and now unevenly re-toned £150-200

305 Anne, Battle of Oudenarde, copper medals (2), 1708, by J Croker, crowned bust l., rev. two prisoners bound to a column, topped by captured French standards, GALLIS AD ALDENARD VICTIS, 44mm (MI 322/148; Eimer 433), very fine, one stained with verdigris (2) £140-180

306 Anne, Capture of Sardinia and Minorca, 1708; Capture of Tournay, 1709, copper medals (2), by J. Croker, draped bust l., rev. Victory with palm branch and standard, stands in conch shell; Pallas seated by military trophies, 39.5mm (MI 329/157, 354/190; Eimer 434, 437), good very fine (2) £200-250

307 Anne, Battle of Malplaquet, copper medals, 1709, by J. Croker, crowned bust l., rev. Victory flies over cavalry action in wooded landscape, CONCORDIA ET VIRTVTE, 47.5mm (MI 359/197; Eimer 438), one with old inked number ‘5482’ by Queen’s left shoulder, ‘dusty’ surfaces but extremely fine (2) £300-400

308 Anne, Battle of Saragossa, copper medals (2), 1710, by John Croker, bust of Queen Anne l., rev. Victory; watched by Britannia, lays captured standards at the feet of Queen Anne, HISPANIS PROFLIGATES, 48mm (MI 373/219; Eimer 446), nearly extremely fine, one with much original colour but inked on obverse ‘8/12 – 165’ (2) £200-250

309 Anne, Battle of Almenara, copper medals (2), 1710, by J Croker, laureate bust of Anne left, rev. battle scene with cavalry charging, PQVST VESTRIS, 47.5mm (MI 373/218; Eimer 445), very fine (2) £150-200

The medal is unusual in that it depicts the precise and decisive moment in the battle when General James Stanhope (1673-1721, later 1st Earl), seized the bridle of General Amezega’s horse and strikes him with his sword, killing him.
310  **George I**, the Treaty of Passarowitz, copper medal, 1718, by John Croker, laureate and armoured bust right, *rev*. George, as Roman general, points to Morea on library globe, 45.5mm (MI 437/39; Eimer 479; Pax 482; Nuri Pere 1156; Volt 1401), *good very fine* £120-150

*ex Baldwin's vault

George I was appointed mediator and the Peace Treaty was concluded allowing Turkey to retain Morea.

311  **John Churchill, Duke of Marlborough** (1660-1722), Death, copper medal, 1722, by Jean Dassier, bust three-quarters r., *rev*. Victory with military trophies, VBI ADERAT IBI VICTORIA, 42mm (MI 457/68; Eimer 508; Eisler 7); **Samuel Clarke** (1675-1729), mathematician and philosopher, Death, copper medal, 1729, by Jean Dassier, bust three-quarters r., *rev*. student ascends path to Truth on mountain summit, 42.5mm (MI 490/31; Eimer 518; Eisler 10); **William Windham** (1716-1761), copper medal, 1742, by J. A. Dassier, bust r., *rev*. within cartouche, OFFICII ET AUGURII ..., 41mm (MI 570/205; Eimer 571; Eisler 15-16), *very fine or better* (3) £100-140

*ex Baldwin's vault

Windham was a member select society of Englishmen living in Geneva which is where, it would seem, he met Dassier, though it is not known what merited the dedication on the reverse.

312  **John Churchill, Duke of Marlborough** (1660-1722), Death, copper medal, 1722, by Jean Dassier, bust three-quarters r., *rev*. Victory with military trophies, VBI ADERAT IBI VICTORIA, 42mm (MI 457/68; Eimer 508; Eisler 7); **William Windham** (1716-1761), copper medal, 1742, by J. A. Dassier, bust r., *rev*. within cartouche, OFFICII ET AUGURII ..., 41mm (MI 570/205; Eimer 571; Eisler 15-16), *very fine or better* (3) £100-140

*ex Baldwin's vault

313  **George II**, Coronation 1727, official silver medal, by J. Croker, laureate bust l., *rev*. King, enthroned and crowned by Britannia who holds a cornucopiea and leans on fasces, 34.5mm (MI 479/4; Eimer 510), *nearly extremely fine but obverse discoloured* £150-200

*ex Baldwin's vault

314  **George II**, Coronation 1727, base metal copy of the official medal, by Tibbs, 34.5mm (Eimer 511); **George III**, Accession 1760, by Kirk, 35.5mm (Eimer 684); Coronation 1761, by Pingo, 41mm (Eimer 692); another, conjoined bust, *rev*. Britannia, 39mm, *all showing signs of (water?) damage and discolouration, fine or better* (4) £70-90

*ex Baldwin's vault

315  **Samuel Clarke** (1675-1729), mathematician and philosopher, Death, copper medal, 1729, by Jean Dassier, bust three-quarters r., *rev*. student ascends path to Truth on mountain summit, 42.5mm (MI 490/31; Eimer 518; Eisler 10); **William Windham** (1716-1761), copper medal, 1742, by J. A. Dassier, bust r., *rev*. within cartouche, OFFICII ET AUGURII ..., 41mm (MI 570/205; Eimer 571; Eisler 15-16), *good very fine* (2) £80-120

*ex Baldwin's vault

See Footnote to Lot 312.
316 George II, Jacobite interest, Loyal Association medal, 1745, by T. Pingo, trial striking in lead, officer on horseback reviews troops, rev. Pallas overthrows the giants, 40mm (MI 603/257; Eimer, Pingo, 3), only fine but a very rare curiosity £40-60*ex Baldwin's vault

317 George III, Coronation 1761, official silver medal, by Lorenz Natter, bust r., folded ties to hair, rev. Britannia crowns king, PATRIAIE QVANTI, 34mm (BHM 23; Eimer 694; Nau 152), very fine; one time cleaned and now unevenly re-toned £150-200

318 George III, unknown and undated copper medal, equestrian portrait to l., sword raised, rev. ornate quartered shield, fox passant to right in each quarter, 38.5mm (BHM - ), of poor quality, only fine but seemingly unrecorded £70-100*ex Baldwin's vault

319 Christian VII, of Denmark (1749-1766-1808), marriage to Princess Caroline Matilda and visit to England, copper medal, 1768, by John Westwood, bust left wearing Sash and Star of Order, rev. legend in ten lines, detailing his marriage, 37mm (BHM 130, R2), pierced, very fine and rare £80-120*ex Baldwin's vault

Christian VII had married George III's sister, Princess Caroline Matilda, in 1766

320 William Beckford (1705-1770), twice Lord Mayor of London, silver medal on his death, 1770, unsigned, bewigged bust r., wearing gown and chain of office, rev. Justice, holding scales and Liberty Cap on staff, seated on books, one the 'MAGNA CARTA', 35mm. (BHM.142, R3), metal flaw within exergue on the reverse, very fine, extremely rare as a silver medal £120-150*ex Baldwin's vault

The medal has a connection with Jamaica as Beckford, whose father was Governor of the Island, was born there and his later wealth derived from his inherited plantations there. Beckford was famously a supporter of John Wilkes and the words of his outspoken reproof to George III, on the occasion of the City of London address to the king in 1770, are inscribed in gilt on his monument in the Guildhall. He was the builder of Fonthill Splendens [later Fonthill Abbey], and father of the profligate William Thomas Beckford.

321 Courland and Semigallia, Peter von Biron (1769-1795), silver medal, 1779, by Abramson, bust l., hair en queue, rev. legend in 12 lines, OPTIMO PRINC PATR PATR ACAD PETRINAЕ..., 42.5mm, choice extremely fine £150-200*ex Baldwin's vault

322 George III, The King’s Recovery from Illness 1789, gold and enamel badge, crowned Royal G III R cypher, within open wreath, LONG LIVE THE KING, 41.5mm, of hollow, convex construction, with plain reverse, lacks suspension loop, losses to red enamel at the edge, scuffed, very fine £600-800*ex Baldwin's vault

These badges, which are believed to have been worn at Court or at the Service for Thanksgiving at St. Paul's Cathedral, are also found with the legend REGI AMAYO REDVCI – VIVAT – MART X MDCCCLXXXIX.
323  **J. T. Barber Beaumont**, the Duke of Cumberland's Sharpshooters, Volunteer Rifle Corps, copper medal, 1803, bust l., in high relief, rev. legend in 9 lines, 41mm (BHM 549; Eimer 949), choice extremely fine. **Sir John Moore** (1761-1809), death at Corunna, white metal medal, 1809, by P. Wyon, bust l., rev. death scene with Fame above, 40mm (BHM 665; Eimer - ), extremely fine (2) £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault
The Duke of Cumberland's Sharpshooters was the first Volunteer Rifle Corps to be raised.

324  **Horatio, Admiral Lord Nelson** (1758-1805), death at the Battle of Trafalgar, silver-plated medal, 1805, by Thomas Webb (the reverse after Flaxman), bare head of Nelson left, rev. Bellona, thunderbolts in hand, approaches war galleys, IPSE BELLI FVLMEN, 54mm (BHM 577; Eimer 957; MH 507; Hardy 63), has been polished, very fine £150-200
The silver-plating contemporary with the medal.

325  **William Pitt the Younger** (1759-1806), the London Pitt Club, oval gilt-silver badge, c.1810, Tassie cameo mostly missing, rev. member's name engraved, M' CHRISTIAN TUCK, 46 x 40.5mm., cameo badly damaged, very fine £80-120
*ex Baldwin's vault

326  **William Pitt the Younger** (1759-1806), the Manchester Pitt Club, silver Medal, 1813, by T. Wyon Jr, bust l., after Nollekens, rev. “Pitt rousing the Genius of the British Isles to the resistance of the French ...”, 49mm (BHM 771; Eimer 1039), in red leather case of issue, with printed explanation of reverse and a further explanation neatly handwritten on a fold of gilt-edged paper, a few minor marks, light tone, extremely fine £120-150
*ex Baldwin's vault
Small side-piercing to top edge at approx. 2 o'clock, where once a glazed silver mount with swivel suspender would have been affixed. The reverse design after Henry Howard, RA (1769-1847).

327  **Belfast** Collegiate School, engraved silver medal, 1850, James G. Young, LLD, TCD, Principal, the Annual Medal awarded to William C Hart, engraved within floral and wreathed border, 60mm, suspension loop and ring, very fine £80-120
*ex Watts Collection ex Baldwin's vault
The Collegiate School was established May 1, 1847 at 8, Howard Street, Belfast.
328 **Victoria**, visit to the Guildhall, 1837, a series of 5 uniface electrotypes of the medal by William Wyon, for the Corporation of the City of London, diademed bust l., rev. facade of the Guildhall with large Royal Standard flying, gilt obverse and revers (positive); gilt obverse and reverse (intaglio); silvered obverse (positive), 52-54mm (cf. BHM.1775; cf. Eimer 1304), *some spotting on silver, otherwise as much as made, extremely fine* (5) £70-90

*ex. Baldwin’s basement

This medal is the first appearance of the diademed portrait that was soon to be adapted for the Penny Black postage stamp. The purpose of the positive images for display is understandable, but a use for the intaglio images remains a mystery.

330 **The Mint**, Birmingham, Visit of H.I.M. The Shah of Persia, 1889, coin-like bronze medal, 25.5mm (Sweeney p.67; cf. BHM 3371), *virtually mint state*, coin weights (2), George II, guinea; George III, by Abdy, 5 DWT 6 GRA, crowned over castle, *extremely fine*; small City of London series copper medal for the opening of London Bridge, 27.5mm (BHM 1545; Eimer 1247); and white metal medal of Thomas Chalmers, 1843, *very fine* (3) £65-80

329 **Exeter**, Amateur Art Exhibition, copper medals, 1887, Arts seated before façade of cathedral, with beehive and ships sails beyond, rev. city arms, named on edge (Mrs George Symes Saunders), 63.5mm, in case of issue by Ellis, Depree & Tucker, Exeter, *extremely fine, some slight spotting* £60-80

331 **Scotland**, Mary, marriage to Francis, Dauphin of France, 1558, copper restitutional medal, 19th century, by J. B. Salmson, after a contemporary jeton, busts vis-à-vis, crown above, rev. conjoined crowned coats-of-arms, small crowned F - M to either side, FECIT VTRAQVE VNVM 1558, 53mm (MI 92/5; Eimer 40), *extremely fine and light colour* £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

332 **Scotland**, Mary, marriage to Francis, Dauphin of France, 1558, copper restitutional medal, 19th century, by J. B. Salmson, after a contemporary jeton, busts vis-à-vis, crown above, rev. conjoined crowned coats-of-arms, small crowned F - M to either side, FECIT VTRAQVE VNVM 1558, 53mm (MI 92/5; Eimer 40), *extremely fine and light colour* £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault
Scotland, Mary, marriage to Francis, Dauphin of France, 1558, bronze restitutinal medal, 20th century, by J. B. Salmson, after a contemporary jeton, busts vis-à-vis, rev. conjoined crowned coats-of-arms, 53mm (MI 92/5; Eimer 40); with an earlier 19th century silvered metal strike of the reverse, both extremely fine, second with uneven tone (2) £50-60 *ex Baldwin's vault

Victoria – George VI, small official silver medals (5), Victoria, Jubilee 1897; Edward VII, Coronation 1902; George V, Coronation 1911, Jubilee 1935; George VI, Coronation 1937, very fine (5) £60-80

Royal medals and medalllets (29), mostly 19th – 20th century, a few earlier; Crimea medal, miniature, no clasp, 23mm; Baltic medal, 1855, no clasp, once brooch mounted; War medal, 1914-18 (H. M. Emerson); sundry others (8), including a Burma Star, varied state (40) £80-120

George V, Victory at the Battle of Jutland, bronze medal, 1916, by A. B. Pegram, lion triumphs over eagle, rev. Victory stands on Dolphin, dividing names of Jellicoe and Beatty, legend around, 76mm (BHM 4127; Eimer 1949; MH p. 493), matt surface, extremely fine £100-140 *ex Baldwin's vault

George V, Silver Jubilee, 1935, official commemorative medals (2), silver, large and small, this in box of issue; medal for wearing, ladies issue, in box of issue; Coronation, 1902, silver medal, by Mappin & Webb, 38mm, in box; National Trust, Life Members' silver medal, 39.5mm; sundry others (5), several extremely fine (10) £80-100

Canada, Lord Willingdon, Governor General's medal, silver, by Mappin & Webb, awarded 1929, conjoined busts r., rev. arms, named on edge, “General Course (Fourth Year) Sarah Howden 1929”, Birmingham Hallmark, with Mappin & Webb maker's mark, 51mm, in case of issue, matt surface, virtually mint state £50-80

Major Freeman Freeman-Thomas, 1st Marquess of Willingdon, GCSI, GCMG, GCIE, GBE, PC (1866-1941). Lord Willingdon served as Governor General of Canada from 1926 - 1931 and was later Viceroy and Governor General of India from 1931-1936.

Bohemia, Baptismal or Talismatic silver medal, caduceus between palms, on radiant star, 1636, STRENA AUSPICIS ..., rev. legend in 6 lines, HER GOTT ZVM NEVEN ..., 33.5mm, contemporary suspension loop; Netherlands, Wilhelm V, Birth of a Daughter, silver medal, 1770, angel with newborn infant, rev. legend in 10 lines, OP DE GELUUKKIGE..., 27.5mm, second lacking suspension loop, both fine (2) £70-100 *ex. Baldwin's basement

France, Masonic interest, silver jeton, dated 5775, L DES FRERES UNIS, 30mm, choice extremely fine; together with others, all small, in copper, etc. (9), these varied state (10) £65-80 *ex Baldwin's vault

France, Napoleon, Emperor, a pair of restrick gilt-bronze medals; the conquest of Egypt, 1798, by Andrieu and Brenet, facing wreathed bust, rev. Napoleon drives victorious camel-drawn car, passing an ancient obelisk, 41.5, edge stamped BRONZE, suspension loop and ring added, matt surface, extremely fine, scarce, even as a restrick; Occupation of Hamburg, 1806, by Andrieu and George, 40.5mm (Br. 549; Julius 1618), suspension loop added, very fine (2) £60-80
342 France, Hortense Eugénie Cécile Bonaparte, Queen Consort of Holland, small gold restrike complimentary medal, 1808, by B. Andrieu, laureate bust right, rev: emblems of the arts, including a painting on easel, pallets, brushes and book of "Romances", 22.75mm; total wt. 8.49gms (Br 767; Julius 1969-70), 20th cent., edge stamped 1 OR, with suspension loop and ring, struck with a matt surface, extremely fine £150-200

Hortense Eugénie Cécile Bonaparte, Queen Consort of Holland, was both the stepdaughter and sister-in-law of Napoleon (daughter of the Empress Josephine, wife of Louis Napoleon), and mother of Napoleon III.

343 France, Napoleon, Emperor (1804-1814) and Marie Louise, proxy marriage in Vienna, silver medal, 1810, by J.B. Harnisch and (reverse) F. Zeichner, busts vis-à-vis, he laureate, she diademed, above rose and palm sprays, rev: Vindobona seated between two torches, writing on tablet held by cherub, FELICIBVS NVPTIIS, 48.5mm (Br. 942; Julius 2249; Ess. 1279), pleasing very fine, scarce £250-300

Marie Louise, the eldest daughter of Emperor Francis I, was married by proxy on 11 March, 1810, with the Archduke Charles standing in for Napoleon. She then travelled to Paris and the civil marriage took place on 1 April, with the religious ceremony the following day in the chapel at the Louvre.

344 France, Empress Marie Louise (1791-1847, Empress 1810), Visit to the Mint (Monnaie), small gold restrike medal, 1813, by B Andrieu, diademed bust r., rev: ML monogram radiates above an ornate coining press, legend in exergue, 22.8mm; 7.68gms (Br. 1303; Julius 2751), 20th cent., edge stamped OR, struck with a matt surface, extremely fine £150-200

345 France, Jacques-Auguste de Thou (1553-1617), silver jeton of the Société des bibliothèques de France, 1861, 36mm; other medallots and jetons (10), varied interests, many extremely fine (11) £80-120

*ex Baldwin’s vault

346 France, Louis Napoléon, Prince Imperial (1856-1879), Universal Exposition, Paris, silver medal, 1867, by Barre and (rev) André Vauthier-Galle, youthful bust r., NAPOLEON LOUIS EUGENE PRINCE IMPERIAL, rev: personifications of the Continents pay homage to France, 67.5mm, edge stamped ARGENT and cornucopia (Divo 547), a post 1880 strike with matt surface, extremely fine, another, gilt-bronze, by Eugène Ferret, medallic bust of Prince below the Palais Omnibus du Champ-de-Mars, rev: legend on scroll within wreath, 50.5mm (cf BDM II, 88; Divo - ), extremely fine (2) £120-160

*ex W. V. R. ‘Roy’ Baldwin collection; ex Baldwin’s vault

347 France, Louis Napoléon, Prince Imperial (1856-1879), the International Exposition, Paris, 1867, large silver medal, by Barre and Vauthier-Galle, youthful bust r., rev: France greets the figures of the Arts, Commerce and Colonies, 67.5mm, matt surface, nearly extremely fine £100-150

*ex Baldwin’s vault
348 France, Louis Napoléon, Prince Imperial (1856-1879), his Majority celebrated, copper medals (2), 1874, by L. Merley, bust l., with a hint of a moustache, NAPOLEON NÉ A PARIS LE 16 MARS 1856, revs. (1) 16 MARS 1874 and (2) blank, 45.5mm extremely fine (2) £80-120 *ex W. V. R. ‘Roy’ Baldwin collection; ex Baldwin’s vault

A fête to celebrate his Majority, attended by some 7000 Bonapartist supporters, was held at Camden Place, Chislehurst. WVRB notes the first to be rarer than the second.

349 France, “Alimentation”, bronze Art Nouveau plaquette, undated, by Raoul Eugène Lamourdedieu (1877-1953), semi-naked female holds up platters of fruit, wheat and grapes, rev. a still life of fish, fowl and rabbit, 56 x 71.5mm, good very fine £50-80

Raoul Lamourdedieu, sculptor and medalist, studied at the École des Beaux-Arts in Bordeaux before continuing his studies in Paris. In 1930 he became a professor at the Beaux-Arts.

350 France, Union Nationale des Cooperatives Agricoles de Cereales, 25th Anniversary, large bronze medal, 1970, by Raymond Delamarre (1890-1986), the goddess Ceres, full-face, holds corn cobs, rev. the UNCAC building, 80mm, in Arthus Bertrand case of issue, as struck £80-120

351 Germany, Insurance, Mannheimer Insurance Company, Mannheim, 25th anniversary, silver medal, unsigned, 1904, winged griffin with armorial shield, rev. ship steams to r., legend in tablet below, 50mm, good very fine £70-90

352 Italy, Fano, Contessa Lucrezia Capranica Antelminelli Castracani (1716-1750), small bronze medal, unsigned and undated, bust r., hair tied in bun and falling in ringlets, LVCRETIA CAPRANICA COM ANTELMINELLA, rev. Prudence, holding a mirror, leans on an altar, snake on ground, RERVM FATO PRVDENTIA MAIOR, 43mm (Molinari 200; Giuseppe Castellani no. 9 [uniface]), very fine and very rare £150-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

Selvi executed a posthumous medal of the Contessa Lucrezia Capranica, c. 1750, and it is possible that this medal could also be by Selvi.

353 Italy/Austria, International Football Match, Vienna, bronze medal, 1935, by D. Manetti, three footballers, one kicking the ball in full stride, rev. fasces above details, AVSTRIA-ITALIA VIENNA 24 MARZO 1935 XIII, and around, FEDERAZIONE ITALIANA GIVOCO CALCIO, 49.5mm, extremely fine, very rare £100-150

The game was a Central European International Cup (Dr. Gerö Cup) match and was won by Italy 2-0. It is believed this is a participant's medal. Manetti’s name is found on other sporting medals, including the Olympic related Equestrian Meeting in Rome Medal, 1950.

354 Japan, Tsuba [sword fitting], in copper (once gilt), an eagle poised above sea-shore with waves, shells and darting birds, perhaps Edo period (1603-1867), 70 x 66.5mm; others (2), in steel or iron, first pleasing, other two in poor condition (3) £80-120
355 **Monaco**, François Blanc (1806-1877), founder of the Société des Bains de Mer (SMB), gilt-bronze medal, 1913, by Antal 'Tony' Szirmai, on its 50th anniversary, bust three-quarters r., within inset circle, legend below, rev. façade of the Casino, named on plaque below, "M. Modeste Durel", 62.5mm, in case of issue with Szirmai’s name on inner lid, matt surface, virtually mint state £100-150

The Société des Bains de Mer owns the famous Casino and many other entertainment properties in Monaco and is now the principality’s largest employer.

356 **Netherlands**, Hoorn, Society of Musketeers [Société des arquebusiers], silver medal, undated, soldier holds musket to r., PRO ARIS AC FO-CIS, rev. unicorn holds city arms, with l. and r., St. George and dragon and St. Sebastian pierced with arrows, 29.5mm, nearly very fine, rare. France, Louis XV, Comitia Burgundiae, copper jeton, 1743, 30.5mm, good extremely fine (2) £20-30

357 **Netherlands**, Johan van Oldenbarnevelt [Jean d’Oldenbarnevelt], Dutch statesman, copper medal, undated, by Simon, bust left with ruff collar, rev. OBIT AN. MDC.XIX, 46.5mm; Italy, Milan, Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (Archbishop, 1816-1846), copper medal, 1818, by Francesco Putinati, bust r., rev. façade of the Cathedral, 43.5mm, extremely fine and nearly so, first rare (2) £65-80

*ex Baldwin’s vault

Oldenbarnevelt laid the foundations for the legal foundation of the United Provinces. Perhaps struck in 1819 on the 200th anniversary of Oldenbarnevelt’s execution

358 **Netherlands**, Dr. Johann Wagenaar (1862-1941), composer and organist, small silver medal [1917], signed GV, bust r., rev. legend, 28.5mm. (Ni 2131), extremely fine £20-30

*ex Baldwin’s vault

359 **New Zealand**, the Timaru Agricultural & Pastoral Association, copper prize medal, awarded 1871, by W. J. Taylor [Birmingham], farm animals by tree, rev. engraved within wreath, “T. S. Tancred 2nd Prize Best NZ Bred Ram 4 Toothed Long Woolled 1871”, 44.5mm, very fine £60-80

360 **Palestine**, International Colonial Exhibition, Paris, gilt-metal medal, 1931, by L. Bazor, façade of the Palestinian pavilion, rev. olive spray, PALESTINE in English, Arabic and Hebrew, 32mm, extremely fine, rare £50-80

361 **South Africa**, Grahamstown, South African Industrial and Arts Exhibition, 1898-1899, copper award medal, façade of exhibition buildings, rev. named to “Taddy & Co – Exhibit of Imported Cigarettes”, 49mm; Cape Town, Vredenburg High School, white metal medal, fouled anchor, 32mm; Dutch in South Africa, medallet, 1913, fouled anchor; Cape of Good Hope, private notary seal, uniface impression in copper, Hercules Petrus du Preez, c. 1900, garnished arms, name around, 34mm, last very fine, others all better (4) £80-120

*ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection; ex Baldwin’s vault

Hercules Petrus du Preez (1860-1919), born in Uitenhage, Cape Colony; died in Wepener; twice married.
362  **South Africa**, ZAR, Paul Kruger (1825-1904; President 1883–1900), small silver medal, c. 1901, by F. R. Carabin, bust l., rev. NOTRE RESISTANCE..., 18.5mm (Hern 238); “Aux Boers”, brass, 1900, 27.5mm. (Hern 318); Kampf der Buren, 26.5mm. (Hern 454), ribbon with chatelaine attachment; “In Memoriam”, white metal, 1904, 28.5mm., pierced; white metal, facing bust, rev. arms, 28.5mm; other portrait medals and medalllets (3), and brass imitations (3) of gold ponds, generally very fine (11) £70-100
   *ex W. V. R [Roy] Baldwin Collection; ex Baldwin’s basement

363  **South Africa**, ZAR, Paul Kruger (1825-1904; President 1883–1900), Visit to Utrecht, bronze medal, 1902, by Henri Dubois, struck at the Paris mint, bust of Kruger l., LE PRESIDENT KRÜGER UTRECHT JUIN 1902, rev. draped Fame walks in clouds over aerial panoramic map of South Africa, 68.5mm (CMZAR 165), in high relief, much as struck with matt surface, extremely fine £300-350
   *ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection
   ex Baldwin vault

364  **South Africa**, President Steijn (Steyn), small copper medalllet, by Begeer, 20mm (Hern 290); gilt metal tribute medalllet of cross form, 1902, 29mm (Hern 292); C. R. de Wet, tribute medalllet of European manufacture, 28.5mm (Hern 228), each with suspension loop; Baden-Powell, the Defence of Mafeking, white metal portrait medal, 1900, unsigned [by F. Bowcher for Spink], 45mm (BFHM 3677; Eimer 1843; Hern 106), generally all very fine (4) £100-150
   *ex W. V. R. “Roy” Baldwin Collection.
   ex Baldwin vault

365  **South Africa**, a small collection of merchants, mining and other tokens (37), including E. K. Green & Co., Wine Merchants, Cape Town (9); Trinity College of Music, Boksburg, silver prize medal, 1923, 28mm, varied state but some better pieces; two tokens certified and graded by NGC (37) £120-150

366  **Spain**, Philip II (1556-1598) and Anna of Austria (1549-1580; married 1570), complimentary medal, c. 1570, by Giampaolo Poggini, armoured bust of Philip l., PHILIPPIVS II HISPAN REX CATHOL ARCH AVSTRLE, rev. bust of Anna r., hair in decorative net, neat ruff collar, ANNA REGINA PHILIPPI II HISPAN REGIS CATHOL, 37.5mm (Pollard 409b; Armand I, 240.15; Börner 689), a contemporary strike, three minor splits to lower edge, extremely fine and with hint of redness £300-400
   *ex Baldwin’s vault

367  **Sri Lanka** [Ceylon], Nuwara Eliya, Agri-Horticultural Show, silver ‘Award of Merit’ medal, 1891, 28.5mm, extremely fine £40-60

368  **Switzerland**, Frederick William II (1744-1786-1797), of Prussia, accession celebrations in Neuchâtel (then part of Prussia), tin medal, 1786, by J. J. Perret-Gentil, crowned eagle with scepter and orb on open book, and pedestal, at sides flags of Boudry, Valangin, Neuchâtel and Landeron, EN TOUTE SECURITE ..., rev. a military parade and cheering citizens, a hand from Heaven points sceptre at bible, open on alter, SERMENTS RECIPROQUES, 73mm (Schweizer Med., 1483 [Leu 43, 1987]; Slg. Henckel 5419; Marienb. 5658), side-pinned into a protective brass frame, very fine and extremely rare £250-300

**Images Reduced**
369 **USA, John Law** (1671-1729), financier and the Mississippi bubble, white metal medal, 1720, of German manufacture, by Christian Wermuth, half-length facing bust, wearing hat and coat, legend around in two lines, Mr de LAWS..., rev. legend and date in 13 lines, KWIA MVNTVS...1720, 32.5mm (MI 450/56), *strictly fine with much porosity, extremely rare* £200-300 *ex Baldwin’s vault*

370 **USA**, the first treaty of commerce between the Netherlands and the USA, 1785, copper restitution of the medal with added explanatory legend, struck January, 1905, by Bailey, Banks and Biddle (Philadelphia) for the Holland Society of New York Amsterdam Commercial Treaty Medal (cf Betts 604), *extremely fine* £65-80

371 **Vatican**, restitutional bronze Papal medals (5), in the style of G. Paladino, John III (561-574), bust l., in tiara, rev. dove; Gregory II (715-731), tonsured bust l., rev. crossed keys; Valentine (827), bust r. in tiara, rev. crossed keys; Celestine IV (1241), tonsured bust l., rev. arms; and Gregory VIII (1187), bust l., in cap, rev. arms, 42-44.5mm, *very fine (5)* £140-180

The later three were Popes for two months, less than a month and less than two months respectively.

372 **Vatican**, Papal medals (3), Clement V (c. 1264-1305-1314), Raymond Bertrand de Got, copper cast of the restitutitional medal by F. de St. Urbain, tonsured bust r., rev. figure, seated r., on rock, APOSTOLICA SEDE IN GALLIAM TRANSLATA, 40mm; Martin V (c. 1368-1417-1431), Odo (Oddone) Colonna, restitutitional bronze medal, in the style of Girolamo Paladino, bust r., wearing cope and stole, rev. the façade of the Basilica dei Santi Apostoli, DIRVTAS AC LABANTES..., 40.5mm (Linc 313; Weber 340); Urban VIII (1568-1623-1644), Maffeo Barberini, the fortifications of Rome, bell-metal medal, year 21 (1644), by Gaspare Morone, tonsured bust right wearing cope, rev. view of the gated wall and fortifications, ADDITIS VRBI PROPVGNACVLIS, leaf and beaded border both sides, 47.5mm (Linc. 1064; Weber 187), *very fine, but last pierced and plugged above head*, France, City of Lille, Chamber of Notaries, octagonal silver jeton, 1865, 34.5mm, *extremely fine*, other medals (2), bronzed pewter, Napoleon and Lord Hutchinson, *fine (6)* £80-120

Clement V was the Pope who moved the Curia from Rome to Avignon, whilst the election of Martin V effectively ended the Western Schism.

373 **Vatican**, Papal medals (3), in copper, Paul III (1468-1534-1549), Alessandro Farnese, Restoration of the Battlements, year 16 (1549), possibly by Alessandro Cesati, tonsured bust r., wearing cope and stole, rev. panoramic view of the city of Rome, with many instantly recognisable features, ALMA ROMA, 41.5mm (Linc -; Weber 184); Julius III (1487-1550-1555), Giovanni Maria Ciocchi del Monte, Jubilee of the Year 1550, by Giovan Giacomo Bonzagi, bust right wearing cope, rev. standing figure of Happiness with palm branch and cornucopias, HILARITAS PVBLICA, 45.5mm (Linc 523); Leo X (1475-1513-1521), Giovanni de’ Medici, the generosity of the Pope, tonsured bust r., rev. Liberality pours coins from a cornucopiae, LIBERALITAS PONTIFICIA, 32mm (Linc. 446), *later, 18th – 19th century strikings, dulled but extremely fine (3)* £100-140

374 **Zululand connection**: Louis Napoléon, Prince Imperial (1856-1879), Universal Exposition, Paris, gilt-bronze medals (2), unsigned, 1867, arms, LE PRINCE IMPERIAL PRESIDENT, revs. (1) legend in wreath and (2) dotted border, 50mm (Divo -), *extremely fine (2)* £40-60

*ex W. V. R. Baldwin Collection ex Baldwin vault*
**Medals by Subject**

375 **Education**, Scotland, Stepps Public School, small gold Dux Medal, 1911-12, ‘won by George D. Fegth, 9ct, m4.48gms, 25.5mm, suspension loop and ring; Alloway Public School, small oval medal for singing, 1928, 45.5 x 27mm; Christ’s Hospital [London], silver Edward VI medal, 35mm, fine to very fine (3) £60-80

376 **Philately**, John Alexander Tilleard (1850-1913), first curator of the Royal Philatelic Collection, the Tillard Medal of the Royal Philatelic Society, by Theodore Spicer-Simson (first awarded in 1920), awarded 1969 (J. H. Levet), 45mm; with a collection of silver and silvered award medals, including RMS *Columbia* (2); European medals, Belgium, Agricultural award, silver, 1893, 51mm; France, silver (2), Marriage, 1831, 39mm; Montpelier exhibition, 1885, 42.5mm; others (3), including massive bronze medal of the Institut de France, 2005, 99mm, many cased or boxed, extremely fine (15) £70-90

377 **Racing**, Doncaster Race Course, Established 1800, silver Ticket, two horses race to l., *rev.* building façade, NEW BETTING ROOMS, 35.5mm (D&W 322/6), good fine £80-120


In 1914 Ernest Sidwell of Coventry took out an American patent on an “Air-cooled Internal Combustion Engine used on Motor Bicycles”.

379 **Sport, Cricket**, Notts Castle Cricket Club, silver star, presented 1875, to W. Cooper, ‘For Best Analysis in Bowling, Season 1875”, 43.5mm, suspension ring, *very fine*. Rowing, Radley College Boat Club, silver medal, 1893, Trial Eights, awarded to P. A. M. Nash, 29mm, extremely fine, toned (2) £100-140

In Victorian times the Castle Ground at Nottingham was also used for football. Between 1880-1883 Notts County played there before moving to Trent Bridge. P. A. M. Nash was also a football player for the college.

380 **Sport, Golf**, Royal St. George’s Golf Club [Sandwich, Kent], gold prize ‘Spring Medal’, awarded 1906, to the respected golfer and designer of golf courses, Cecil Key Hutchison (1877-1941); a small gilt-metal model of a golf ball which opens to reveal naming and award details on gold roundels either side (Score 76), 15.5mm, *in excellent condition* £100-150

Following his education at Eton, Hutchison had an army career, first in the Militia then in the Coldstream Guards, seeing much action in the Boer War. Having joined the Reserve in 1909 he was recalled in 1914 and was taken a prisoner of war in January 1915 and finally repatriated in December 1918. He played cricket to a high level, playing for the MCC between 1898 and 1904. He turned from cricket to golf in which sport he earned much higher fame, becoming one of the greatest golfers of his day before turning to course design.
Military Orders and Medals

381 A collection of *King’s Crown Punjab Police Buttons*, in three sizes, toned; a collection of Gurkha Regiment Buttons, comprising generic Gurkha Regiment Button, 3, 8 and 9, fine (lot) £10-20

382 A collection of *King’s Crown Punjab Police Buttons*, in four sizes, toned; a good collection of London Livery Company buttons, mounted on old card for display and a collection of St John’s Ambulance buttons, Livery Company very fine, St John Ambulance, toned (lot) £10-20

383 A good collection of *Merchant Navy and Yacht Crew Buttons*, including Manx Line; CUNARD; White Star Line; Chesapeake and Ohio SS. Line; Canadian Pacific Railway etc, fine (lot) £10-20

384 A good collection of *Military Buttons*, including: Royal Dublin Fusiliers; Highland Cyclist Battalion; Imperial Yeomanry; 17/21st Lancers; The Royal Highlanders – Black Watch; Royal Munster Fusiliers; Seaforth Highlanders; The Buffs; The Royal Welsh Fusiliers; Royal Engineers – VR; Loyal North Lancashire Regiment; Volunteer Engineers – VR; Inniskilling; 3rd London; Garde De Paris; Army Medical Department – VR; East York – VR; DCLI; Wiltshire Regiment; RIASC; Gordon Highlanders; RMIL – VR; Fifth Royal Irish; Surrey Imperial Yeomanry; The Royal Regiment, etc. toned (lot) £50-60

385 Ten 1939-45 Defence Medals, toned (10) £20-30

386 *Belgium*, Order of the Crown, silver and enamel officer’s badge, 54.5mm; Order of Leopold II, silver and enamel badge, 39.5mm; Civic Decoration, with dress miniatures (2); *France*, Agricultural Merit; others (2), several cased, very fine and better (8) £100-110

387 *South Africa*, Boer War, Cape Colony Western Province Mounted Rifles, brass slouch hat badge, rev., brooch mounting removed and engraved “WAR SERVICE 27 JAN. 14 JULY”, 32.5mm, very fine, scarce £50-80

The unit was raised at Cape Town following the second invasion of Cape Colony in December 1900. They reached a strength of over 500 men.

British Banknotes

**Provincial Notes**

388 *Andover Old Bank*, one pound, 5 October 1825, Christchurch & Wimborne Bank, one pound, 29 November 1825, no.13306, signature cut-cancelled (Outing 36f, 556c), good fine and good very fine (2) £90-120

389 *Cardigan*, One Guinea, 18-, unissued (Outing 427b), together with Chief Treasury of Wales Ltd, five shillings, ten shillings, one pound, five pounds, ten pounds, 1970, all stamped Cancelled, about uncirculated to uncirculated (6) £90-120

390 *Carmarthen Bank*, five pounds, 20 October 1828?, no. 133, dividend stamp on front (Outing 459c), pinholes, couple of small holes, fine £60-80
391 Newcastle upon Tyne Joint Stock Banking Company, five pounds, 1 December 1838, no. 4078, stamped CANCELLED (Outing 1515b), with covering letter from Fred Philipson (IBNS), about very fine £50-70

Treasury Notes

392 N.F Warren Fisher, one pound, 1919-23, K/52 027699 (Dugg T24), lightly pressed, good very fine to extremely fine £60-80

Bank of England

393 C.P Mahon, 10 shillings, 1928, Z09 813897 (Dugg B210), lightly pressed, good very fine £90-120

394 C.P Mahon, one pound (2), 1928-29, A10 740386, A58 227056 (Dugg B212), first lightly pressed, good very fine to extremely fine (2) £60-80

395 C.P Mahon, one pound, 1928-29, H26 586957 (Dugg B212), good very fine £60-80

396 B.G Catterns, 10 shillings, 1929, V87 922140 (Dugg B223), good very fine £60-80

397 B.G Catterns, 10 shillings, 1929-34, K76 586947 (Dugg B223), good very fine to extremely fine £60-80
**398** K.O Peppiatt, 10 shillings (3), 1934-40, J03 659280, A57 709049, 56Z 919736 (Dugg. B235, 236), lightly pressed, first and last good very fine, A57 very fine (3) £60-80

**399** K.O Peppiatt, 10 shillings (3), 1948-49, 39L 315697, 29H 529837, 58E 444030 (Dugg. B256, 262), first two lightly pressed, good very fine, last better (3) £60-80


**401** P.S Beale, one pound (9), 1949-55, H44B, J75B, Z79B, A30C, Y33C, Z45C, A37J, L16J, S13S replacement (Dugg. B268, 269), some lightly pressed, good very fine to extremely fine (9) £60-80

**402** L.K O'Brien, 10 shillings (9), 1955-60, D92Z, C19Z, B98Z, A54Z, Z59Y, M49Y, A76Y, Z58X, 44A replacement (Dugg. B271, 272), few lightly pressed, good very fine to extremely fine (9) £80-100


**404** L.K O'Brien, one pound, 1960-62, A01N 451297, 'R' note (Dugg. B283), numbers on front, good fine £60-80

**405** J.S Fforde, 10 shillings (34), 1966-68, C37N 307823-34, C53N (4), D15N 496054-70, D16N (Dagg. B310), good extremely fine to about uncirculated (34) £150-200

*Images Reduced*

407 J.B Page, one pound (28), 1970-78, mixed prefixes including AN04, BW01, CT01, ER01 (2), HZ55 plus R59M, S89M, X16M, MT03, MU01 (2), MW11 replacement notes (Dugg. B320, 321, 322, 323), good extremely fine to uncirculated (28) £90-120

408 J.B Page, one pound, 1970-78, MS01 264116, replacement (Dugg. B322), good extremely fine to about uncirculated £60-80

409 J.B Page, one pound (2), 1970-78, error notes, U85B 886948/ U85B 886949 serial numbers, BN31 156636/ 156635 (Dugg. B320, 322), uncirculated (2) £120-150

410 J.B Page, five pounds (7), 1971-80, A66 (2), 44C, miscut error, 06H, 72W, 02M 210193, replacement, BT37, ten pounds (2), 1970-75, C18 259422, M04 145399, replacement, twenty pounds, 1970-80, A35 598049 (Dugg. B326, 327, 328, 332, 334, 335, 336), £5, 02M, very fine to good very fine, balance mostly good extremely fine to uncirculated (10) £120-150


412 India, Reserve Bank of India, one hundred rupees, 1943, B/32 134012, Bombay issue, signature of C. D. Deshmukh (Jhung.4.7.2.A; Pick 20b), usual spindle hole plus two staple holes left side, crisp about extremely fine £450-500
413 **India**, Reserve Bank of India, one hundred rupees, 1943, B/32 134013, Bombay issue, signature of C. D. Deshmukh (Jhung 4.7.2.A.; Pick 20b), usual spindle hole plus two staple holes left side, crisp about extremely fine £450-500

414 **India**, Reserve Bank of India, one hundred rupees, 1943, A//83 131638, Karachi issue, signature of C. D. Deshmukh (Jhung 4.7.2.F.; Pick 20k), few tiny splits and pinholes, plus rusted holes in watermark area, stamp on back, very fine to good very fine, scarce £850-900

415 **India**, Reserve Bank of India, one hundred rupees, 1938-43, A/47 472014, Madras issue, signature of J. B. Taylor (Jhung 4.7.1.F.; Pick 20n), usual spindle hole plus two staple holes left side, very fine £650-700

416 **Morocco**, Banque d’État du Maroc, five francs (2); fifty francs, 1943-44; Banque du Maroc, ten dirhams, 1960 S.10 42318 (Pick 24/26/33/54a); Greece, five hundred drachmai, 1945 (Pick 171a); Qatar, 1 riyal (Pick 13a); De la Rue/Giori test note, mostly good extremely fine to uncirculated (7) £120-150
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